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As the body charged with driving London’s sustainable

economic development, the London Development Agency

plays a critical role in supporting the growth and development

of the city’s businesses, including those owned by the

capital’s Black, Asian, Chinese, Turkish and other minority

ethnic groups.

We commissioned this research because emerging 

evidence suggested that the number of these Black and

minority ethnic-owned businesses in London had grown

significantly over the past decade - and were making major

contributions to the regional and national economy. 

This ground breaking research has confirmed the initial

evidence and highlighted the extent to which BME-owned

businesses are becoming a major economic force in London. 

There are around 66,000 BME-owned businesses in 

London, employing 560,000 people and generating a

combined sales turnover of £90 billion in 2004. In addition,

there are approximately 93,000 self-employed people from

BME communities who are also contributing to the 

London economy.

These businesses and individuals are therefore making

increasingly major contributions to the London economy 

in terms of job creation, employment, GDP, income and

wealth creation. 

The research also highlighted the enormous spending 

power of London’s BME communities, who have an after-tax

income of £16 billion. This purchasing power has a major

impact on the regional economy through spending and 

other economic activities.

BME-owned firms are no longer limited to operating in the

ethnic niche and traditional markets. An increasing number

of entrepreneurs are now running successful multi-million

pound businesses in mainstream and international growth

sectors such as banking and financial services, business and

professional services, ICT, media, fashion and manufacturing.

Many of them are also building international trade dimensions

into the core of their business activities and there has also

been major growth in the number of businesses owned and

managed by women from the different BME communities.

Despite these successes however, there is evidence that

BME-owned businesses encounter disproportionate barriers

to the development and growth of their businesses -

particularly in securing contracts and accessing start-up and

growth finance, affordable business premises, quality

business support and international trade opportunities.

The multi-agency action plan accompanying this research 

will help address some of these barriers. It provides a practical

framework for the LDA and our partners to develop joint and

coherent business support strategies and programmes that

support the growth and potential of BME-owned firms. 

Our strategic aim is to assist this increasingly important

business community to make an even greater contribution 

to the capital’s economy and prosperity.

Foreword
BY MANNY LEWIS
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• It is estimated that there are about 2,500 West Asian
businesses in London. Of them, Turkish businesses are

the largest group. Most Turkish businesses are small

community based firms operating in the catering, retail

and textiles trades. Some of these businesses retain

strong trading links with Turkey or Turkish Cyprus. The

Middle Eastern group tends to be highly educated, with

strong international trading links. 

• Most Greek Cypriot businesses are in the traditional

sectors such as clothing manufacturing and restaurants.

However, the second and third generations are operating

successful companies in new industries and mainstream

sectors, such as business and computing.

The growth of BME women entrepreneurs
• Over the past decade, there has been major growth 

in the number of businesses owned and managed by

women from the different BME communities; and they

are making an increasingly important contribution to

London’s economy.

• The 2003 London Annual Business Survey confirms a

sharp increase in business start-ups by BME women. It

also found that the level of business ownership differed

among the ethnic groups. Black women had the highest

level of business ownership with 29%, compared to 21%

of Whites and 15% of Asians.

The development of young BME entrepreneurs
• Among the many changes taking place in BME

communities is the decline in the average age at which

BME entrepreneurs go into business.

• Second and third generation BME entrepreneurs have

different language skills, social networks, education levels

and other attributes, which means that their business

behaviour differs from that of their parents’ generation.

Young members of the BME community, especially those

with higher educational qualifications, have embraced the

knowledge economy and the internet with enthusiasm

and skill. Young entrepreneurs from some BME communities,

such as the South Asians, have also moved quickly to

expand their businesses internationally.

3. Key features of London’s BME-owned businesses
General
• Traditionally, BME-owned enterprises tended to be

concentrated within their own communities and to focus

on easily accessible markets and low value products.

• A significant proportion of BME-owned businesses are

still concentrated in the traditional and ethnic niche sectors.

The main traditional business sectors for the different

communities are: South Asians – catering, food retailing,

clothing and textiles; East Asians – catering, textiles,

import and export; African Caribbeans (Black) – personal

services (notably hairdressing and beauty), catering, car

repair services, import and export, accountancy and small

scale construction; West Asians – textiles, travel, catering

and some areas of import and export.

• The majority of BME-owned businesses are small. Around

25% of all London businesses employing less than five

people are owned by members of the BME community

(50% of all BME-owned enterprises employ less than five

people). This is approximately the same proportion as for

white-owned businesses.
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Introduction

The London Development Agency 

(LDA) is the Mayor of London’s agency for

business and jobs. As the main economic

development body for London, the LDA

plays a critical role in supporting the

growth and development of viable growth

and growth potential businesses, including

those owned by the capital’s Black, Asian,

Chinese and other minority ethnic groups

– often referred to as Black and Minority

Ethnic (BME)-owned businesses.

In 2002, the LDA commissioned this report to determine the

current position, business development and growth needs and

the contribution of BME-owned businesses to the London

economy. In addition to providing the evidence base to effect

policy, one of the key aims of the research was to provide the

basis of a robust and practical framework (Action Plan) which

would enable the LDA and its partners to develop a coherent

multi-agency policy for supporting growth and growth potential

BME-owned firms – so that they can make an even greater

contribution to London’s economy and the city’s prosperity.

Some of the key findings within this research are outlined below.

Key Findings
2. London’s BME business communities 

• BME groups made up 28% of London’s 7.2 million

population in 2001. This is expected to increase to almost

one-third of London’s population by 2011. 

• There are 300 different languages spoken regularly

in London.

• The biggest minority ethnic business groups are: (i) South
Asian (businesses owned by people of Indian, Pakistani,

Bangladeshi, Sri Lankan, Afghan and Nepalese origin) (ii)

Black (owned by people of Black Caribbean and Black

African background), (iii) East Asian (Chinese, Japanese,

Vietnamese, Korean, Indonesian and Filipino) (iv) West
Asian (Turkish, Turkish Cypriot and Kurdish communities

as well as newer groups from the Middle East).

• The South Asian group forms the largest BME business

community. Of this group, the Indian community is the

largest enterprise community (by turnover), followed by

the Pakistani and Bangladeshi communities. There are

around 10,000 Indian-owned businesses in the capital

turning over £20 billion in 2004. There were about

4,000 Pakistani-owned and 900 Bangladeshi-owned

businesses in London in 2004.

• There are around 16,000 businesses owned by people of

Black Caribbean and Black African descent (including

mixed race Black Caribbeans and Black Africans) in

London. These businesses had a turnover of approximately

£10 billion. The Black community in London has an

estimated disposable income of around £4.4 billion.

• The East Asian business community is one of the oldest

and best established entrepreneurial groups. Service-

based businesses have traditionally been the choice for

older Chinese, but young Chinese are now the highest

educated group in the UK and their career choices reflect

this. The major shift is now from small restaurants and

personal services into larger ventures based in technology,

financial services and the professions.

Executive Summary
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

They make a significant contribution to the London economy

in terms of job creation and employment, GDP, income and

wealth creation, innovation, knowledge transfer, economic

regeneration and diversification of local and sub-regional

economies.

Their combined sales turnover was £90 billion compared to

£800 billion of all London businesses. The sales turnover is

broken down as follows: Asian £60 billion; Black (businesses

of Black Caribbean and Black African background) £10

billion; Others £15 billion.

London’s BME communities have an after-tax income of £16
billion. This enormous purchasing power has a major impact

on the regional economy through spending and other

economic activities.

Group breakdowns
Specific examples of successful business people from the

South Asian business community include:

• the Jatania family, who controls a major cosmetic and

beauty products company

• pharmaceutical wholesalers Bikhu and Vijay Patel

• fashion retailer Tom Singh

• hotelier Satinder Gulhati

• Lord Swraj Paul, industrialist and founder of the 

Caparo Group

• Avtar Lit: founder and managing director of 

Sunrise Radio and

• Gurinder Chadha: film producer, media entrepreneur

and one of the growing number of Asian business

women. 

Among London’s Black African and Black Caribbean
entrepreneurs some of the many success stories include:

• Adam Afriyie: a 38-year-old entrepreneur who founded

the IT firm Connect Service and is the Chairman of De

Havilland Information Services

• Alexander Amosu: 28-year-old multi-millionaire founder

of mobile phone music ‘RnB Ringtones’

• top menswear designer Ozwald Boateng

• Patrick Berry and Neil Kenlock, former owners of the

Black radio station Choice FM

• Grace Igbasi, founder of a successful medical

recruitment and training company

• Joy Nichols' founder of the highly successful company

Nichols Employment Agency

• Yvonne Thompson, founder of the UK’s first Black-

owned PR and communication company.

The East and West Asian business communities also have

many outstanding success stories including:

• Dr Kim Tan, founder of Biomedix, a biopharmaceutical

company with international links

• Dr John Wu of Dr & Herbs, which specialises in Chinese

medicine and is one of the largest private health

providers in the UK

• Iranian-born Rouzbeh Pirouz, who started Mondus, a

leading European company in the area of business to

business electronic procurement.

• Robert and Vincent Tchenguiz, Iranian-born brothers

with a property portfolio worth £2.5 billion.

• Israfil Erbil and family – owners of Erbiller Jewellery

with outlets in north and east London.

Strategies for BME business success
It is important to identify the business strategies used by

successful BME businesspeople, not least because it can

provide vital information on how to provide effective

business support for BME entrepreneurs.
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• The majority of BME-owned businesses also fall into the

sole trader and private limited company categories.

• In the last decade there has been a significant shift 

away from traditional and ethnic niche markets into 

more mainstream and international growth sectors. There 

has also been a major shift in the scale, complexity and

diversity of firms owned and run by people from 

minority ethnic backgrounds.

• An increasing number of BME entrepreneurs are 

running successful, multi-million pound companies in

mainstream and international growth sectors including

banking and financial services, business and professional

services, ICT, media, fashion, pharmaceuticals, retail,

computer manufacturing, wholesale and recruitment. 

This trend is due primarily to the deep-rooted changes

within second and third generation BME communities in

the last two decades. 

• Many business owners are highly educated with 

substantial experience in corporate companies and large

public organisations.

• Many of the most successful BME-owned businesses in

London have built a strong international dimension into

the core of their business strategies.

Size, turnover and employment patterns
• There are around 66,000 BME-owned businesses in 

London, as well as approximately 93,000 self-employed

people from BME communities. The BME business sector

employs 560,000 people. Most of these jobs are in

restaurants, retailing, personal services and small-scale

manufacturing, and are retained within the BME community.

• It is difficult to calculate turnover for BME businesses

because of under-reporting and particular types of

reporting on accounting procedures. Nevertheless, in

2004, gross annual turnover of all BME enterprises in

London was estimated at around £90 billion, compared

to the turnover for all London businesses of £800 billion.

Potential models for redefining BME-owned businesses
• In light of the significant shift by BME entrepreneurs 

away from traditional ethnic niche markets into more

mainstream and international growth sectors; and

because of the major changes in the types, sectors, 

scale, complexity and diversity of firms owned and run 

by people of minority ethnic backgrounds, it is apparent

that traditional ethnicity -based analysis of BME-owned

businesses is over-simplistic, particularly with regard to

the gender and age of entrepreneurs. Further weaknesses

include cultural, social and geographic sensitivities. 

• Current definitions of BME-owned enterprises create

challenges for policy makers, business support professionals

and researchers. In reality, lines between different ethnic

groups and communities are blurred and confused and

different factors need to be considered, such as language,

internal community links, religion and colour.

• Therefore, any new definition and analysis of BME-owned

businesses needs to examine entrepreneurs in light of 

their business approach, behaviour, educational levels,

aspirations and motivations. A definition is needed that

encompasses the types of business they are operating,

their strategies and their formal and informal networks.

While language, culture and ethnicity remain relevant, they

are just some factors among many and are less important

than the way in which entrepreneurs from BME backgrounds

choose their markets and conduct their business.

• An approach that focuses on business type and sector,

while recognising the barriers faced by the majority of

BME entrepreneurs may be useful when targeting public

resources to this business community.

4. London’s BME-owned firms: their contributions 
and success
The BME-owned business contribution 
to London’s economy
Over the past decade BME-owned businesses have emerged

as a powerful economic force.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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• There is evidence that existing business support services 

are fragmented (there are around 400 organisations offering

some form of business support and advice services in

London), and there are gaps in the delivery.

• The current re-organisation of the London business

support infrastructure (particularly the transfer of the

Buiness Link contract to the LDA) should help address

some of the current deficiencies associated with 

business support in the Capital.

• Private and third sector organisations, ranging from 

the high street banks to local enterprise centres funded

by London boroughs, are also important sources of

business support.

Local enterprise agencies and BME-led business
support organisations
• A large proportion of BME-owned businesses 

perceive that they are not receiving sufficient support

from mainstream business support agencies and organisations,

but many 'third sector' BME-led or focused agencies and

BME business network organisations are helping address

some of the gaps and deficiencies in mainstream support.

Examples of local enterprise agencies are: Haringey Business

Development Agency (HBDA), East London Small Business

Centre (ELSBC), Portobello Business Centre and Harrow

in Business. Examples of BME-led business networks are

African Caribbean Business Network (ACBN), the Asian

Business Network (ABN) and the Chinese Business

Association. Together these organisations are playing 

a role in acting as intermediaries to other business

support delivery.

Issues for business and economic development policy
and practice
Some of the key recommendations arising from the 

report include:

1. Finance
• Finance providers could review their lending policies 

to BME-owned businesses and consider imaginative

responses such as ‘soft’ loan products.

• Regulatory bodies could ensure that regulatory

mechanisms allow the monitoring of ethnic diversity.

• Regional fund managers could be encouraged to 

aim for the full allocation of percentage distribution 

to BME-owned businesses.

• Stakeholders such as funders and training providers could

help develop and deliver improved training in financial

management for BME entrepreneurs.

• The practice of informal fundraising and capital-creation

networks within some BME communities through

community-based loan and investment funds, such 

as CDFIs, could be expanded. 

2. Private and public sector contracts 
• Both public and private markets should continue to be

targeted for greater transparency and openness in the use

of suppliers, including those from BME communities.

• The role of the London Business Support Network in

delivering tendering, purchasing and procurement advice

to BME-owned businesses should be enhanced.

• The LDA, through its Procurement Development Programme,

should continue to promote the benefits of using BME

suppliers to purchasing organisations across the capital.

• Within the limits of EU procurement legislation, the GLA

should explore the possibility of greater use of community

benefit clauses and investigate legislation, such as the

Race Relations (Amendment) Act, in relation to promoting

BME-owned businesses.

• Further development of master-vendor and framework

agreements and the unbundling of contracts to encourage

the use of more BME entrepreneurs to deliver to large

private sector firms should be encouraged. 

3. Business premises 
• Business support agencies should actively advocate the

development of appropriate and affordable premises

through appropriate financial mechanisms.

• Major public sector stakeholders should work with

experienced workspace providers to acquire and subsidise

suitable premises for small businesses. 

• Different models, which provide entrepreneurs with managed

workspace and greater access to technology and innovation,

finance and business support should be evaluated for their

relevance to BME-owned businesses in London.

• The development of industry-specific business premises,

such as for the creative industries, needs to be reviewed

and expanded to other sectors. 
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Research has distilled three broad strategies adopted by 

BME entrepreneurs to ensure development and survival:

1 Moving the service/product beyond the immediate
community market into the wider community. Two

examples are Asian couturier Bubs Mahil who designed 

a sari worn by the British prime minister’s wife Cherie

Booth; and the company Dalgety Teas, which markets

Caribbean herbal teas to major British retailers. Some

businesses also target BME markets outside the UK,

such as the Lornamead cosmetic group, which now 

sells skincare products throughout Africa.

2 Start-up in mainstream and growth sectors.
The fastest growth in BME-owned businesses is in new

sectors, notably the high-tech ones. An example of this

is the company Technography Industries Limited, run 

by the entrepreneur Charles Ejogo. Ejogo invented 

the umbrolly vending unit, an innovative product that

dispenses disposable umbrellas and displays still and

moving adverts.

3 International and global trading. Cultural and 

other connections often make it easier for BME-owned

businesses to expand and operate abroad, as well as to

source supplies, finished products and services outside

the region.

• Some businesses, notably those operating in West

Africa, felt they would welcome more government

support in building up their overseas business.

• The most notable recent development is the widening

of global networks beyond countries of origin,

particularly to North America. This research suggests

that Europe has been relatively sidelined by London’s

BME entrepreneurs.

5. London’s BME-owned businesses: barriers to
business development, growth and success
Access to finance
• There is a perception within the BME business community

that they face a disadvantage when obtaining finance –

although there remain differences among the BME business

groups. Twenty-five per cent of Black-owned businesses

say this is a significant or very significant problem,

compared to 11% of Asian-owned businesses and 10% 

of white-owned businesses.

• As a result, a large proportion of BME-owned businesses

and entrepreneurs tend to rely on uncompetitive financing

tools, such as personal loans, or on family networks.

• New public sector initiatives such as Community

Development Finance Institutions (CDFIs), Bridges

Community Development Funds and the extension of the

Small Firms Loan Guarantee Scheme (SFLGS) aim to help

overcome the difficulties in private financing faced by

many BME-owned businesses.

Access to private and public sector contracts
• The public sector offers great opportunities for businesses

in 2002-2003 over £100 billion of contracts were placed

in the public sector in the UK. Yet BME-owned businesses

are under-represented among public sector contractors. 

A number of public funded initiatives are addressing this.

Access to business premises
• The lack of suitable commercial property and low-cost office

accommodation is holding back ambitious BME enterprises.

Access to appropriate business support and advice
• With regard to business support for BME-owned enterprises,

there are gaps in ‘hard’ skills and high technology areas, as

well as ‘softer’ skills such as human resources management,

and in the areas of marketing and promotion.

International trade and partnerships
• Although some BME-owned businesses are active abroad,

international trade is an important consideration for fewer

than 10% of London’s firms. There is considerable potential

for expansion in this area, and business support is particularly

crucial here. Greater efforts need to be made to increase

awareness of the available support and resources for

international trade development.

6. Business support services and BME-owned businesses
• Around £2 billion is spent annually by the main 

public sector bodies on economic development and

regeneration-related activities in London. In recent years

there has been an effort to rationalise services and

encourage closer working between business support

delivery organisations.

• Over the past few years there have been concerted efforts 

by the main regional economic development and business

support agencies to rationalise services and encourage 

closer working between business support organisations.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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This report demonstrates the importance 
of BME-owned businesses to London’s
prosperity. It also points to areas of
improvement in the organisation and
delivery of business support services. Whilst
key recommendations have been drawn
from the research in relation to policy and
practice supporting BME-owned businesses,
it is important to note that because of the
limitations associated with the evidence,
several qualifications to the research
conducted for this study are required
(which are set out later in the report) –
and therefore the recommendations should
be considered against the robustness of
the research underlying them.

Whilst future research will help to build
the evidence base in this area, in the near
term it is expected that the BME-owned
business Action Plan leading from this
report will consider and develop many of
the recommendations into policy, strategy
and programme actions, adapting them
where necessary in the light of new
information and suggesting the
organisations and partnerships which
should implement the agreed priorities. 

1. Finance 
• Banks, building societies and other providers of 

finance could consider reviewing their lending practices 

in relation to the BME community. More imaginative

responses by the financial services industry, such as ‘soft

loan’ products that fall outside strict lending criteria,

should also be considered.

• The number of banks and financial institutions

participating in the Small Firms Loan Guarantee 

Scheme (SFLGS) should be expanded. Ethnic monitoring

information, greater transparency through an appeals

process and the ability of business support organisations

to influence credit policies and lending criteria would also

improve the scheme. 

• Regulatory bodies for the financial services sector, such as

the Financial Services Authority (FSA), could ensure that

current and future regulatory mechanisms encourage the

monitoring of ethnic diversity. 

• The performance of regional fund managers could be

monitored against a target of reaching the full allocation

of percentage distribution to BME-owned businesses.

This could be facilitated through raising awareness and

marketing to target entrepreneurs.

• Mainstream financial service sector organisations should

consider working with business support agencies to

ensure that access to finance is integrated more widely 

in their activities.

• A range of stakeholders, such as funders and training

providers, could come together to develop and deliver

improved training in financial management for BME

entrepreneurs.

Issues for business and
economic development
policy and practice4. Business support and advice 

• Support of London’s BME enterprise population should

be firmly established as a high priority in all economic

development policies. This support should be tailored 

to meet the needs of entrepreneurs and businesses in

relation to sectors, geography and business maturity.

• Six areas of business development – business support 

and advice, finance, public and private sector contracting,

business premises, information and advice, and international

trade – should be used to focus support for BME

entrepreneurs.

• Resources should be targeted at growth and growth

potential BME-owned businesses operating in mainstream

and growth sectors, as well as those with growth potential

in the traditional and ethnic niche sectors.

• Business support priorities should include a focus on BME

women entrepreneurs, and recognise some of the barriers

facing them, such as access to affordable childcare.

• Young people should be particularly targeted for general

business support activities.

• Further consideration should be given to the 

development of existing BME business networks 

with a good track record or those with the potential 

for development.

• Successful BME entrepreneurs should be invited to

participate in the development and delivery of

appropriate business support policy in the capital.

5. International partnerships 
• Direct links should be established between BME-owned

businesses and specialist agencies in London promoting

and implementing international trade and development.

• International trade opportunities and public funded

resources to exploit them should be more widely

marketed to ensure BME entrepreneurs access them.

• Best practice in international trade for BME-owned 

firms should be identified and disseminated.

6. Coordination of information, data and research 
• Baseline data should be maintained on BME-owned

businesses and included in the LABS (London Annual

Business Survey).

• Coherent guidance should be produced on the

commissioning and sharing of data on BME-owned

businesses in the capital.

• A BME-led regional forum should be established to

coordinate work at both strategic and delivery levels. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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• Links should be strengthened between mainstream

business support and public sector agencies responsible

for employment and workforce development initiatives,

such as the Learning and Skills Councils (LSCs) and 

Jobcentre Plus. Policy development between these

agencies should reflect particular features of BME-

owned business development. 

• Business support priorities should include a particular

focus on BME women entrepreneurs, and recognise some

of the barriers facing female entrepreneurs, such as

access to affordable childcare.

• Awareness of enterprise among young people, 

particularly from BME communities, should be enhanced

by integrating programmes targeting young people into

general business support activities. This promotion of

enterprise, however, must be combined with improving

skills and qualifications levels.

• Further consideration should be given to the development

of existing BME business networks with a good track

record or scope for further development. Opportunities 

to establish links between BME business and community

networks must be considered, and greater cohesion and

sharing of best practice encouraged.

• Successful BME entrepreneurs should be invited to

participate in the development and delivery of

appropriate business support in the capital. 

5. International trade opportunities and partnerships 
• Direct links should be established between BME-owned

businesses and specialist agencies in London responsible

for promoting and implementing international trade and

development programmes.

• International trade opportunities and public funded

resources to exploit them should be more widely marketed

to ensure that BME entrepreneurs access them.

• Best practice in international trade for BME-owned 

firms should be identified and disseminated through

partnerships on regional, national and international scales.

6. Coordination of information, data and research 
• Baseline data should be maintained on business

performance, trends and analysis of key market sectors

for BME-owned businesses. These should be included in

the wider monitoring of businesses in the London Annual

Business Survey. 

• Research and labour market needs of BME-owned

businesses and entrepreneurs should be coordinated

between statutory bodies involved in support in 

London. Coherent guidance should be produced on the

commissioning and sharing of data on BME-owned

businesses in the capital.

• A BME-led regional business forum should be established

to coordinate work at both strategic and delivery levels.

This forum should work closely with the London Business

Support Network and focus on priorities such as

improving access to finance and workspace. This forum

should also look at links between business support and

the wider education, training, and lifelong learning fields.

ISSUES FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND PRACTICEISSUES FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND PRACTICE

• Given the number of success stories of BME entrepreneurs,

it would be desirable if relevant partners were to encourage

greater participation in private equity investment and

venture capital within the BME community.

• The practice of informal fundraising and capital-creation

networks within some BME communities through

community-based loan and investment funds, such 

as CDFIs, could be expanded. 

2. Private and public sector contracts
• Given the importance of new contracts to business as a

means for growth and survival, both the public and

private markets should continue to be targeted for

greater transparency and openness in the use of

suppliers, including those from BME communities.

• Support to BME-owned businesses through mainstream

business support provision should be enhanced. The role

of the London Business Support Network in delivering

tendering, purchasing and procurement advice to BME-

owned businesses should be enhanced.

• Best practice from existing purchasing and procurement

support initiatives, such as the Phoenix Development

funded Fit to Supply programme, the Trade Local initiative

led by Haringey Council, and Business Link for London’s

Supply London programme, should be identified and shared.

• There is an urgent need to work with both suppliers and

purchasers to facilitate greater access to public and

private sector contracts. The LDA, through its

Procurement Development Programme, should continue

to promote the benefits of using BME suppliers to

purchasing organisations across the capital.

• Within the limits of EU procurement legislation, the GLA

should explore the possibility of greater use of community

benefit clauses. This investigation should also look at

legislation, such as the Race Relations (Amendment) Act,

and its relation to promoting BME-owned businesses.

• Further development of master-vendor and framework

agreements and the unbundling of contracts to encourage

the use of more BME entrepreneurs to deliver to large

private sector firms should be encouraged. 

• There is a need to quantify the impact of using SMEs,

and BME suppliers in particular, in relation to achieving

best value and promoting innovation.

3. Business premises 
• The importance of providing appropriate and affordable

business premises must be recognised in London.

Business support agencies should actively advocate 

the development of such premises supported through

appropriate financial mechanisms. 

• Major public sector stakeholders should work with

experienced workspace providers in the private sector 

and other commercial property developers, to acquire 

and subsidise suitable premises for accommodating 

small businesses including growth and growth potential

BME-owned firms. 

• Different models, which provide entrepreneurs with managed

workspace and greater access to technology and innovation,

finance and business support should be evaluated for their

relevance to BME-owned businesses in London.

• The development of industry-specific business premises,

such as for the creative industries, needs to be reviewed

and expanded to other sectors. Business workspace

strategies developed by funding bodies should mention

the sector needs of BME entrepreneurs.

4. Business support and advice 
• Support of London’s BME enterprise population should

be firmly established as a high priority in all economic

development policies for London. This support should 

be tailored to meet the needs of BME entrepreneurs 

and businesses in relation to sectors, geography and

business maturity.

• Six areas of business development – business support 

and advice, finance, public and private sector contracting,

business premises, information and advice, and

international trade – should be used to focus support for

growth and growth potential BME-owned businesses.

• Resources should be targeted towards growth and growth

potential BME-owned businesses operating in mainstream

and growth sectors, as well as those potentially successful

businesses operating in traditional sectors such as catering

and restaurants, retail, hair and beauty and construction.

• The formation of new BME-owned businesses is vital to

London’s economy and survival rates should be improved

by targeted support agreed by business support agencies

in the capital. 

London Development Agency March 200512
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In contrast, earlier studies on BME-owned businesses had

not adequately reflected these changes – there was a

tendency to focus mainly on businesses operating in the

ethnic niche market and sectors traditionally associated with

BME entrepreneurs. As a result, BME-owned firms were

largely portrayed as low value and low growth, trading in

overcrowded markets and serving only local ethnic minority

communities. They were not considered an important feature

of the capital’s economy.

In addition, there remains a lack of detailed information on

BME-owned businesses, particularly their precise number,

nature and location, as well as the potential business support

needs for those operating in mainstream sectors. Moreover,

until recently, policy makers tended to view BME-owned

businesses as social policy issues rather than important

generators of wealth and jobs in London. As a result there

had been little research into the economic contribution of

BME-owned firms to the UK economy. 

1.2 Aims and methodology
This study aimed to:

• define (or redefine) BME-owned enterprises;

• establish a baseline of London’s BME enterprise

community by providing a comprehensive profile of 

BME-owned businesses across London;

• identify the level of London’s successful BME entrepreneurs

and small, medium and micro businesses, particularly those

operating in mainstream and international growth sectors;

• establish the contribution of London’s BME-owned

businesses to its economy;

• assess the barriers to the establishment, survival and

growth of BME-owned businesses across the capital;

• identify opportunities for their further growth and

development in terms of improving productivity,

improving market share and increasing employment;

• assess the support provided to London’s BME businesses

in terms of the suitability of existing support networks in

London; and

• provide the basis of a robust and practical framework

(Action Plan) which allowed the LDA and its partners to

develop joint and coherent business support strategies

and programmes to support growth and increase the

growth potential of BME-owned firms.

The methodology employed a combination of secondary

desk and primary survey research (see Appendix 1). 

The source for most of the baseline statistics in this 

report (numbers of BME-owned businesses, size, turnover,

employment etc.) is the LDA/Business Link for London (BL4L)

2004 London Annual Business Survey (LABS).4 This survey,

commissioned for the first time in 2003 by the London

Development Agency (LDA) and Business Link for London

(BL4L), is a telephone survey with an achieved sample size 

of over 4,000 private sector businesses employing at least 

one person (in practice some self-employed may be included).

The achieved sample size makes the LABS the best currently

available source on issues of the ethnicity of business owners

in London. The sampling framework was designed to ensure

that the sample was representative of the wider population.

(More information on the statistical reliability of estimates 

and sampling error is provided in Appendix 1.)

4 London Development Agency and Business Link for London (2005), London Annual

Business Survey 2004

Karan Bilimoria CBE, founder and CEO of Cobra Beer

1.1 Overview

In 2002, the London Development 

Agency commissioned this report to

determine the current position, business

development and growth needs and

contribution of Black, Asian, Chinese and

other minority ethnic-owned businesses to

the London economy. This business group 

is often referred to as ‘Black and Minority

Ethnic (BME)-owned businesses’.

London is acknowledged as one of the world’s great cities,

matched only by New York for its cosmopolitan nature and

ethnic diversity. Of its 7.2 million inhabitants, some two

million come from BME communities and it is this diversity

that gives London its vibrancy. It occupies a central position in

the UK, European and world economies. Its wealth is created

in key sectors, and it is the major generator of economic

wealth for the UK economy, with Gross Value Added1 in 

2003 in excess of £174 billion (18% of total UK output).2

The capital’s economy is made up of approximately 

300,000 businesses which employ 3 million people. London

is a heavily knowledge-based economy, with a number of

important sectoral specialisms and business clusters such as

financial and business services, tourism and hospitality, retail,

clothing and fashion and the creative industries.3

Most businesses in London are Small or Medium Sized

Enterprises (SMEs), employing between 10 and 250 people;

or micro businesses employing fewer than 10 people. The

LABS (London Annual Business Survey) 2004 estimates that

London has a higher proportion of micro and SME businesses

than anywhere else in the UK: 50% of all businesses in the

capital employ four or less people while 89% employ 10 or

less. It is within this SME and micro business grouping that

we find the majority of BME-owned enterprises. 

One of the reasons for this pattern is that London brings

SMEs and micro businesses some significant advantages. 

For instance, location gives companies direct access to large

local, sub-regional and regional markets in the UK, as well 

as international markets. Yet the importance of micro

businesses poses its own challenges – for business support

services, micro businesses are often the most difficult client

group to help. London is also an expensive place to set up a

business, with premises, business services and transport all

costing more and adding up to far higher overheads than

anywhere else in the UK. Many SMEs and BME-owned

businesses are thought to trade on the margins of profitability

and survival and London has a higher business churn rate

than any other UK region. 

Against this backdrop, this research was commissioned

because anecdotal evidence suggested that the nature and

position of London’s BME-owned businesses had changed

significantly over the past decade. The evidence suggested

that businesses started by second and third generation BME

communities were operating successfully in mainstream and

international growth sectors, such as finance, business and

professional services, ICT, media, law, retail, recruitment,

fashion, high-tech manufacturing, and pharmaceuticals. 

1. Introduction
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1 Gross Value Added: A measure of all the goods and services produced in the economy

2 ONS, Region in Figures: London, Winter 2004/5

3 LDA (2004) Sustaining Success, Developing London's Economy – Economic

Development Strategy
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Structure of the report
This report consists of seven main chapters. 

Chapter 2 provides the context of the research and

describes some of the main features of London’s BME

business community. 

Chapter 3 extends the previous discussion and highlights

some of the key features of BME-owned businesses. In

particular, this chapter draws on new data (e.g. LABS) to

describe more accurately the scale and scope of the BME-

owned business community. 

Chapter 4 features specific experiences and stories 

associated with particular types of BME-owned businesses in

the capital; it underscores the many business successes within

BME communities. 

Chapter 5 presents some of the data and findings from the

interviews and focus groups of successful company owners of

ethnic minority backgrounds. Key issues examined here relate

to some of the major barriers that BME entrepreneurs face in

London. 

More specifically, in Chapter 6 the focus is on assessing

London’s business support for BME-owned business in light 

of the data. 

Chapter 7 ties together the primary and secondary data and

draws out some conclusions and suggestions on potential areas

of improvement in business support.
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The question of ethnic ownership of businesses throws 

up a host of conceptual and practical problems. For practical

reasons this report regards a BME-owned business as one

where a majority of the owners (above 50%) belong to an

ethnic minority. The question asked in the LABS on ethnicity

of owners was unprompted and ran as follows: ‘What ethnic

groups would you say that the majority of owners or partners

of this business belong to?’ Approximately 12% of businesses

taking part in the survey did not know or refused to give

information about the ethnicity of the owners. A large

proportion of these are presumably businesses where the

ownership structure is complex and it is not easy to know

(and perhaps not meaningful) what the ethnicity of the

owners is – e.g. publicly listed companies which are owned

by pension or investment funds. The ethnic categories used

in this report are shown in Table 2.2.

Other conclusions in this report, in particular concerning

barriers to success and the experience of BME-owned

businesses of business support services (chapters 5 and 6)

are based on secondary research (often at the national level)

and on a limited amount of field work. The desk research

used a range of existing data and information. This included

publicly available reports, attendance at selected meetings,

and industry media. Throughout this report sources of all

quotations and data are given. 

The primary research involved three main phases.

1. A qualitative review of key issues for BME-owned

businesses through the use of two expert panels made 

up of BME entrepreneurs, business support agencies and

intermediaries, leading academics, banking representatives

and commentators/experts on BME-owned enterprises.

2. Twelve one-to-one interviews with business support

providers and intermediaries and 60 one-to-one interviews

with London-based BME entrepreneurs. The businesses

were drawn from samples provided by the expert panels

and business support intermediaries. Representing a range

of ethnicities and divided equally between men and

women, these businesses were selected on the basis of

sector, location in London, and growth. It is therefore

important to be aware that the limitations associated with

the evidence may influence the conclusions and

recommendations of this research. Future research should

help to build the evidence base further.

3. Six focus groups with 36 businesses to investigate further

some of the issues discussed in the one-to-one interviews.

Interview and focus group templates were created by the

research team and piloted with the LDA and expert panels.

All data from the one-to-one interviews and focus groups

were obtained in confidence; that is, comments are non-

attributable throughout this report.

Several qualifications to these data are required.

1. Some of the quantitative data used in the report are best

estimates extrapolated from existing data and, therefore,

are subject to error. 

2. Given the small sample sizes used for the interviews, 

the research cannot be described as statistically

representative of business support intermediaries 

or BME-owned businesses.

3. Given the method of incorporating BME-owned 

businesses into the sample, the data are likely to be

biased towards those that actively received business

support. It is therefore important to be aware that the

limitations associated with the evidence may influence 

the conclusions and recommendations of this research.

Nevertheless, given that these data are drawn from a

diverse set of respondents, to reflect a range of interests

involved in BME-owned business support, the clustering

of results represents a source of experience for policy

makers and practitioners in qualitative terms.

Bearing these limitations in mind, the LDA together with key

partners will consider the recommendations and issues raised

by this research for business and economic development

policy and practice by developing an Action Plan for improving

business support to London’s BME-owned businesses, and

updating the Action Plan where timely additional evidence

comes to light. In dialogue with a range of stakeholders and

through widespread consultation in the capital, this Action

Plan on ‘Redefining London's BME-owned Businesses’ will

lead to more effective development and delivery of business

support for BME entrepreneurs in London – with the aim of

assisting this increasingly important business community to

make an even greater contribution to the capital’s economy

and prosperity.

1. INTRODUCTION
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accurate baseline information necessary to make informed

decisions on how to maximise the contributions of BME-

owned enterprises to London’s economy.

Some of the key challenges are definitional: while the 

most fundamental definition of a BME-owned business is 

one where 51% or more of the company is owned by a

person or people from a BME background, individuals define

themselves in many different ways. The different definitions

and often interchangeable labels used for the various minority

ethnic groups present additional difficulties in the definition

and re-definition of BME-owned businesses. For example,

while the term ‘African-Caribbean’ is increasingly used to

describe people of Black Caribbean background, the term

‘Afro-Caribbean’, confined by most to the past, is still used by

some people today. Furthermore, while ‘Black’ is frequently

used to describe Black Africans, Black Caribbeans, mixed race

Blacks and those naturalised from these groups, it raises a

question, namely is it still appropriate for the second, third

and – increasingly – fourth generations? Anecdoctal evidence

suggests that British-born African, Caribbean, Asian, Chinese

and other ethnic monitories prefer labels to reflect the place

of their birth, giving rise to terms such as Black British, British

Asian and British Chinese.

Furthermore, other factors can be used to define

communities, such as language, community links, religion,

sense of place and even the ‘dream of return’. These pose

challenges to current views of London’s BME communities.

The difference between East African Asians and other South

Asians illustrates this vividly: East African Asians have no

‘dream of return’; instead, they arrived in family units that

still retain much cohesion and then often established or

sustained community financial systems that have been

invaluable in funding investment in property, education 

and business. Their experience contrasts sharply with that 

of the Indian community, which retains strong links with

India, arrived in the UK as individuals and remains highly

concentrated, both geographically and in the nature of 

its entrepreneurial activities. These definitional difficulties

are exacerbated further by the reluctance of some BME

entrepreneurs to disclose their ethnic background or self-

classify themselves in research and surveys; many of these

entrepreneurs do not consider ethnicity to be an important

feature of their business.

England London Inner London Outer London

All people 49,138,831 7,172,091 2,766,114 4,405,977

White 90.9% 71.2% 65.7% 74.6%

Mixed: White and Black Caribbean 3.9% 1.0% 1.3% 0.8%

Mixed White and Black African 3.1% 0.5% 0.7% 0.4%

Mixed: White and Asian 0.6% 0.8% 0.9% 0.8%

Mixed: Other Mixed 1.0% 0.9% 1.1% 0.7%

Asian or Asian British: Indian 0.8% 6.1% 3.1% 8.0%

Asian or Asian British: Pakistani 2.8% 2.0% 1.6% 2.3%

Bangladeshi 3.8% 2.1% 4.6% 0.6%

Other Asian 4.1% 1.9% 1.3% 2.2%

Black Caribbean 2.5% 4.8% 6.9% 3.5%

Black African 2.2% 5.3% 8.3% 3.4%

Other Black 2.6% 0.8% 1.3% 0.6%

Chinese 2.3% 1.1% 1.4% 0.9%

Other Ethnic Group 1.6% 1.6% 2.0% 1.3%

Table 2.1: Ethnicity in England, 2001

Much existing research and policy for the

BME business community in London is

locked into old definitions that have not

fully taken into account the major changes

taking place within BME communities, 

not least those regarding gender and age.

Compared with the rest of the UK, more

BME businesses in London are owned 

by women, and entrepreneurs and

proprietors tend to be much younger 

(also see Section 5.5). There is a need

for new definitions based on the current

reality of the BME-owned enterprise in

London. This research looks to move the

debate forward.

2.1 London’s BME communities 
In a city of 7.2 million people, 2 million are generally

classified as members of BME communities (according to the

2001 Census). This means that BME communities comprised

around 28% of London’s population in 2001. This proportion

is projected to increase to nearly 31% by 2011.5 Table 2.1

lists the major BME communities.

Research in 2000 found that schoolchildren in London 

speak over 300 languages.6 The broad BME communities 

are seemingly concentrated geographically, but within them 

there are also distinct and identifiable sub-groups (see maps

in Appendix 9). For example, the 2001 Census shows that

London’s 81,000-strong Chinese community accounts for

just over half the UK’s total Chinese population of 156,900.

The largest segment (around 26%) is UK-born, with almost

as many again from the New Territories or Hong Kong.

Others come from Malaysia, Vietnam, Singapore, Mainland

China and other parts of the world. This variety is reflected

in the international networks that London-based Chinese

entrepreneurs have created between London, China, Asia,

North America and Europe. Crucially, this analysis highlights

the danger of defining London’s BME enterprise communities

as a single homogenous group.

Moreover, this combination of diversity amongst and within

the different BME communities, external reach and global

networks, makes London a global marketplace in its own 

right, creating opportunities for BME entrepreneurs to 

build businesses that not only serve the needs of their own

communities but also reach the global markets they represent.

They also provide opportunities for entrepreneurs outside

BME communities to build businesses by serving these groups.

2.2 Defining and re-defining BME-owned businesses 
2.2.1 Reviewing definitions
Almost any externally imposed definitions of the BME

enterprise community create challenges for policy makers,

business support professionals and researchers. In a city like

London these are especially pronounced: the city contained

significant minority ethnic communities before current

definitions were shaped and the lines between different

groups and communities are seemingly blurred and confused.

The challenge is heightened by the lack of consistently

reliable business performance data on BME-owned

enterprises, either regionally or nationally. Data varies

between communities and is particularly weak when recording

the business activity of new immigrant communities, such as

those from East Africa. The data that does exist fails to provide

2. London’s BME 
business communities
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The study concluded the following in respect of London

BME women-owned businesses.

• Women entrepreneurs (particularly from BME

communities) have distinctive characteristics and

sometimes different needs. 

• BME female entrepreneurs tended to be excluded from

traditional business networks. This exclusion has prompted 

a number of responses from female entrepreneurs, including

the formation of their own networks to compensate – e.g. 

network organisations for Black women (Black Women Mean

Business, Federation of European Black Women Business

Owners) and South Asian network organisations such as

DAWN. However these networks tend to be under-resourced.

2.2.3 The development of young BME entrepreneurs
Enormous generational changes are taking place among 

BME communities; for instance, second and third generation

individuals have significantly different language skills, levels 

of education and social networks, all of which affect their

entrepreneurial behaviour. As with the majority population,

those with a family background in self-employment or business

ownership are more likely to start and, critically, sustain their

own business. Interestingly, they are less likely to stay in the

family business and will tend to start businesses at a much

younger age than their parents did. Research by Barclays Bank

suggests that the typical entrepreneur today is younger than

those of the last generation.10 Young entrepreneurs from 

Black African, Black Caribbean and East and South Asian

communities are no different in this respect. They are also

increasingly establishing businesses in mainstream and

international growth sectors instead of the ethnic niche sectors.

Younger entrepreneurs may simply be a function of 

the wider changes associated with the internet and the

knowledge economy. The mixture of new technologies and

lower start-up costs may have made new business formation

easier than before, even at similar stages in the economic

cycle. Young members of the BME community, especially

those with higher educational qualifications, have embraced

these technologies with enthusiasm and skill.

There is a sense that young entrepreneurs from some BME

communities, such as South Asian, have also moved quickly

to expand their businesses internationally. This has taken two 

forms. First, their production and development networks have

extended deeply into their countries of origin. For example,

relatively young Indian IT entrepreneurs with strong links 

to the IT sector in Bangalore or textiles in North West India

are common. Second, their networks extend far into North

America. While links with similarly successful South Asians in

the USA might be expected, the strength of their financing

and technological networks remains surprising.

That noted, there is little information available about the

ideas and technologies underpinning these ventures. What

does exist suggests marked differences from the majority

population: although young BME entrepreneurs do not turn

to British universities for their research and development

(R&D), they use research facilities abroad, and are more

likely to collaborate internationally.

2.3 BME business communities
Traditionally, BME-owned enterprises tended to be concentrated

within their own communities and to focus on easily accessible

markets and low value products. Although these ethnic

markets had growth limitations, the knowledge of and easy

access to their communities gave these businesses a distinctive

market advantage. This pattern of development led South

Asians into the catering, food retailing, clothing and textiles

sectors; East Asians into catering, textiles, import and export;

African Caribbeans (Black) into personal services (notably

hairdressing and beauty), catering, car repair services and

small scale construction; and West Asians into textiles, travel,

catering and some areas of import and export. However, in

the last decade there has been a significant shift by BME

entrepreneurs from these traditional ethnic niche markets

into more mainstream and international growth sectors.

There has also been a major shift in the types, sectors, scale,

complexity and diversity of firms owned and run by the

people of Asian, Black (African and Black Caribbean),

Chinese and other minority ethnic backgrounds. Some of the

biggest BME business communities are examined below

(following the definitions outlined in Table 2.2). Baseline

statistics about numbers of businesses, turnover and jobs

provided are given where possible (for the possible errors

associated with these estimates see Appendix 1). 

10 Barclays Small Business Survey: Start ups and closures, Quarter 1, 2001
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Although women-owned businesses account for just 20% 

of all London businesses,7 evidence suggests that they are

becoming an increasingly important force in business. A

study by Barclays Bank shows that women were responsible

for around 30% of new start-ups in 2003.8

Mirroring the experience of women in general, the 2003

LABS confirms a sharp increase in business start-ups by women

from the BME communities: It found that the level of business

ownership differed among the ethnic business groups.

Black women had the highest level of business ownership

with 29%, compared to 21% of whites and 15% of Asians.9

The higher level of business ownership by Black women could

partly be explained by the numbers moving to London because

of the economic opportunities the capital presents. For example,

one of the interviewees for this research commented ‘I had no

chance as a Black woman in Liverpool; here in London it is hard,

but it is possible’.

There are a number of reasons for the growth and success 

of BME women in business over the past decade. These are

broadly to do with deep-rooted generational changes within

second and third generation BME communities. Many 

are highly educated and have substantial experience in

corporations and large public organisations.

Business development policies and strategies need to

recognise and implement measures which accurately reflect

these issues and changes; that is, the ‘one size fits all’ policy

is inappropriate. There is also a need to unpick labels in order

to distinguish between the real and important differences in

education levels, entrepreneurial flair, business management

experience, identity, outlook and attitude. Here an approach

that focuses on business type and sector, whilst recognising

the barriers faced by the majority of BME entrepreneurs, may

be more useful when targeting public resources.

For the purposes of this report, the following definitions 

are used (in the presentation of statistics this is followed

wherever possible).

2.2.2 The growth of women entrepreneurs from 
BME backgrounds 
The problems with defining BME-owned businesses in London

are not limited to issues of ethnicity and race. One additional

concern is the lack of recognition of the growth and importance

of businesses owned and managed by women from the different

BME communities. For example, in five of the most frequently

referenced studies of BME-owned businesses published over

the last six years, women business owners were mentioned 

a total of six times. 

2. LONDON’S BME BUSINESS COMMUNITIES
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WHITE BLACK ASIAN OTHER

Table 2.2 Ethnic definitions used in this report

7 LDA (2004) Sustaining Success, Developing London’s Economy – 

Economic Development Strategy 

8 Barclays Small Business Survey: Start ups and closures, Quarter 3, 2003

9 LDA/BL4L 2003: London Annual Business Survey
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Bangladeshi businesses are concentrated in the catering

sector. In practice, most ‘Indian’ restaurants are run and

staffed by Bangladeshi (Sylheti) immigrants. Until recently,

this group had not maximised entrepreneurial opportunities

outside catering, but increasingly, younger, better-educated

men – and women – are developing successful enterprises. 

2.3.2 Black African and Black Caribbean-owned
businesses (Black-owned businesses) 
In 2004, there were around 16,000 businesses owned 

by people of Black Caribbean and Black African descent

including mixed race Black Caribbeans and Black Africans 

in London (LABS 2004). These businesses have a combined

annual turnover of around £10 billion, 12% of the total

BME turnover in London. London is the home of many

successful Black businesses and entrepreneurs, such as Adam

Afriyie (IT entrepreneur), Ozwald Boateng (clothing design

and fashion), Ade Stone (telecommunications), Joy Nichols

(recruitment) Charles Ejogo (inventor and manufacturer),

Patrick Berry and Neil Kenlock (broadcasting media

entrepreneurs). The 2004 LABS estimated that Black-owned

businesses employed around 100,000 people. According 

to the 2001 Census, there were also around 27,000 
self-employed Black people in London.

The last decade has seen dramatic changes in the Black-

owned business sector. This has been stimulated in part by

the community’s increasing economic power – the Black

community in London now has an estimated disposable

income of around £4.4 billion – and reinforced by higher

educational achievement and growing self-confidence.

It is important to recognise, however, that there are also 

risks in implying that entrepreneurs from a Black African and

Black Caribbean background constitute a single community.

The differences between them are at least as important as

the similarities – although the differences become blurred

amongst the educated and professional second and third

generation individuals.

2.3.2.1 Black Caribbean 
The Caribbean community is one of London’s largest BME

communities and accounts for a large proportion of Black-

owned businesses in the capital. Most of the immediate

post-1950s entrepreneurial activity reflected the economic

circumstances and profile of the first-generation Caribbean

community in London. The emphasis was on personal,

professional and commercial services, particularly hairdressing,

construction and legal and travel services. Caribbean businesses

were typically small, local ethnic enterprises serving the

immediate Black community.

During the early 1980s the business potential and opportunities

of the ethnic niche markets were largely ignored by corporate

and mainstream companies, particularly large retailers. Among

the first Black entrepreneurs to take advantage of this untapped

market were Len Dyke, Dudley Dryden and Tony Wade through

their company Dyke & Dryden Ltd. They identified and exploited

the untapped market in Black hair and beauty products in the

1970s and 1980s, when major beauty companies did not cater for

the Black hair and beauty market. Dyke & Dryden Ltd14 created

the first multi-million pound Black business and the largest

Black-owned company in Europe at the time.

Until recently a major distinguishing feature of Black

Caribbean business was the remarkable success of female

entrepreneurs, such as Joy Nichols (recruitment), Yvonne

Thompson (PR and communication) and Yana Johnson of

Yana Cosmetics – the UK’s first Black-owned independent

cosmetics company. But a new generation of (often highly

educated) men of Black Caribbean background is now

emerging, who are moving into mainstream markets, such 

as IT and creative industries. This shift from traditional,

accessible, low margin and relatively low skill-based markets

into e-commerce, business services and the creative sector,

has seen the emergence of a new generation of male

entrepreneurs like Carey Williamson (IT), Neil Kenlock and

Patrick Berry. Even in traditional sectors, there is a shift from

self-employment in localised enterprises towards larger

ventures, such as recruitment, business and professional

services, fashion, and franchising.
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2.3.1 South Asian
Estimates vary on the size of London’s South Asian

populations (originally from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Sri Lanka, Afghanistan and Nepal), but the 2001 Census

suggests that over two million South Asians live across the

UK, of which 750,000 are in London. 

Business creation is one of the main sources of employment

in this community, along with the professions and the 

public sector. Both established and new groups have

maintained strong international links, initially with South 

Asia but increasingly with other communities, such as in

North America.11

Southall is one of two main centres of London’s South 

Asian population and is a thriving retail centre for ethnic

food, clothing, jewellery, music and other household goods.

The surrounding industrial area has become the base for

wholesalers, cash-and-carry outlets, importers and exporters.

It is also one of the UK’s major locations for the manufacture

of cooked, chilled and ready-meal Indian foods.

Like other communities, their businesses have begun to shift

away from the traditional sectors and markets – for instance,

restaurants, catering and retail – into other industrial activities,

such as media, brand retailing, pharmaceuticals, hotels, property,

finance and business services. It is important to note that this

shift has been accelerated by women-owned businesses and

young entrepreneurs. In 2004 the estimated combined sales

turnover for London’s Asian-owned businesses was £50 billion.

It is also estimated that London's Asian-owned businesses

employ around 300,000 people.

2.3.1.1 Indian
The 2001 Census notes there are around 440,000 Indians in

London, making this the largest BME community in the

capital. It is concentrated in East London, Southall and the

London Boroughs of Hounslow, Harrow, Brent and Ealing.

There are around 10,000 Indian-owned businesses or 

about 3% of all London businesses. In 2001 there were also

around 31,000 Indians in self-employment. Indian-owned

businesses had an annual turnover of £20 billion in 2004,

around 3% of the turnover of all London businesses.

The Indian community traditionally concentrated in 

catering, retailing, textile and clothing production, construction

and the professions. Population expansion, educational

achievement and geographical mobility led to diversification

into a range of other sectors, such as food production, 

heavy engineering, hotels, logistics and transportation. 

Indian-owned businesses provided over 71,000 jobs in 2004

(according to LABS 2004) and have been highly successful in

moving from reliance on internal or local funding to venture

capital and equity markets. Twenty Indian-owned companies

are listed on the stock market. 

By contrast, there is evidence of a sharp contraction in the

number and viability of Indian-owned retail businesses. One

estimate suggests that the number of Indian-owned shops

across the UK has dropped by around 25% over the last decade

(although in London this has been less severe). This is largely as

a result of Sunday trading and 24-hour opening for large stores,

and petrol stations selling basic groceries and food.12

2.3.1.2 Pakistani
The Pakistani community is the smallest of the three 

major South Asian populations in London and is largely

concentrated in Newham, East Ham, Stratford, Manor Park,

Upton Park and Forest Gate. There were 4,000 Pakistani-
owned businesses in 2004 according to LABS. In addition,

there were around 7,800 self-employed Pakistanis

according to the 2001 Census. Many are based in Newham

and cater for traditional, local community needs (such as

retail, business services and very small-scale manufacturing),

although some have recently expanded into new areas such

as jewellery, food and drink, property and finance. 

2.3.1.3 Bangladeshi
The Bangladeshi community is one of the fastest growing in

Britain,13 displaying very high rates of entrepreneurial activity.

According to LABS, there were around 900 Bangladeshi-
owned businesses in 2004 in London. And there were

about 3,400 self-employed Bangladeshis in London in

2001 according to the Census. 
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These figures, however, are likely to under-estimate the

actual contribution of this community to London’s business

base, as there are many self-employed Chinese and the

number of smaller businesses has recently grown rapidly. 

The 2001 Census shows that there were around 6,000 
self-employed Chinese people in London. 

London’s Chinese community is diverse – self-employment,

small restaurants, retailing and personal services are traditionally

the preferred occupations for the older Chinese. But this is

changing, as young Chinese people (under 35 years old) are

among the most highly educated groups in Britain and their

career and entrepreneurial choices increasingly reflect this

background, rather than family traditions. They are either

changing the nature of traditional business sectors or moving

out of them altogether, largely into bigger ventures, the

professions, business and financial services, IT and international

trade. New generation, Chinese-owned businesses have

among the highest income by enterprise and employment 

of all BME-owned enterprises.

2.3.3.2 Other East Asian communities
Two forces have heightened interest in the entrepreneurial

potential of London’s Vietnamese population: market reforms

are opening the Vietnamese home market and the popularity

of Vietnamese food has seen many new Vietnamese or

French Vietnamese restaurants open. London’s North

Vietnamese community numbers some 4,000 people, many

of whom arrived as refugees. It is concentrated in Hackney

and has created many garment factories, as well as bars,

restaurants and supermarkets in Mare Street and other parts

of Hackney and a nail bar venture with several hundred

outlets in London.

Initially, most Vietnamese in the UK were young ethnic

Chinese and came from North Vietnam. Few spoke English 

or had any education and those who did were generally men.

The proportion admitting they cannot speak any English has

dropped from 90% to 14%, with rapid progress in language

skills, particularly among women. As more Vietnamese have

been born and raised here, so the number receiving fulltime

British education has doubled since 1983 and females are

now attending secondary and higher education in equal

proportions to males. Currently 7% are in higher education,18

which is about the same as Asians as a whole. The community

has seen its economic influence grow with maturity.

London’s Japanese businesses tend to be large in scale 

and broad in focus. Korean, Taiwanese, Indonesian, Filipino,

Malaysian and other East Asian enterprises are also increasingly

important to London’s economy. London’s open and diverse

economy creates markets for specialist products and services, as

illustrated by the growing number of Thai, Indonesian and other

ethnic restaurants. Furthermore, Korean entrepreneurs are using

London’s international trade links to build businesses based on

banking, transport, tourism, construction and shipbuilding.

2.3.4 West Asian-owned businesses
The attention paid to East and South Asian businesses 

has tended to deflect notice from West Asian business

communities. These groups range from the relatively 

well established Turkish, Turkish Cypriot and Kurdish
communities to newer groups from the Middle East, notably

Iranian, Israeli, Iraqi, Palestinian, Lebanese and Egyptian
communities. The latter groups are different from many of the

other BME communities in being highly educated and often

wealthy, with strong international trading networks. Very little

information exists on these groups but LABS 2004 estimates

that there are approximately 2,500 businesses owned by West

Asians in London, operating in sectors that stretch across the

whole economy.

2.3.4.1 Turkish
The Turkish community (including Turkish Cypriots) is

estimated to number about 150,000. The Turkish Forum

estimates that there are as many as 10,000 Turkish enterprises

in the UK, implying that there are many unrepresented self-

employed and small business owners. Most Turkish businesses

are small, local and provide for community needs, such as

catering, retail and textiles. Some of these businesses retain

strong trading links with Turkey or Turkish Cyprus, and often

operate in similar sectors, but on a much bigger scale and can

employ large numbers of people in London or elsewhere. In

addition, jewellery finance, insurance, shipping and property

industries are key sectors for the Turkish community.

2.3.4.2 Southern European (Greek Cypriot)
The Greek Cypriot business community made its mark in the

1970s and 1980s, dominating the clothing manufacturing

sector in North London and employing thousands of people

during this period. Fonthill Road in Islington and Florentia

Village in Haringey are still major clusters of clothing

manufacturing and retailing in North London dominated 

by Greek entrepreneurs. Greek-owned businesses are mainly

concentrated in the traditional sectors such as clothing

manufacturing and restaurants. But as with other ethnic
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2.3.2.2 Black African
Few groups in the BME community are as poorly researched

and understood as the Black African business community.

Nevertheless there is some agreement that it is highly

concentrated in London, especially Inner London, and is one

of the capital’s fastest growing yet most diverse communities.

The community has recently seen rapid growth. In 1991, the

Black African population in Britain was around 212,362; in

2001, the Census put it at 378,933 in London alone.15 This

type of dynamic growth has huge implications for enterprise.

High skill levels, relatively supportive social conditions and a

dynamic economy can produce very positive returns to the

individual, the community and the economy.

Some of these conditions have been present in London for

some time. Migration has played an important part in this

growth and there is much evidence that migrants make good

entrepreneurs. Many are highly educated and may have

initially come to the UK for that purpose. For them, starting

their own business ‘has become a first choice not just a

second best option when jobs are hard to find.’16 Furthermore,

African women have emerged as major business owners in

London: many now own businesses boasting significant

turnover. For example, Nigerian fashion and beauty journals

regularly highlight the London-based multi-million pound

firms operated by a large number of Nigerian women.

These entrepreneurs from choice (rather than for survival) are

forming an elite entrepreneurial group with international links;

not just into their countries of origin, but across Africa and

with Black African communities elsewhere in Europe and North

America. Two aspects of their enterprise development are

particularly noteworthy: the importance of new technology or

new markets and the move into international trade. Business

sectors, such as IT and e-commerce are being developed by

entrepreneurs – for instance, Kofi Kusitor, Dr Ken Ife, Tony

Ageh and Firoze Manji – while the success of film makers 

and broadcasters such as Jamie Uys, Lionel Ngakane, Alistair

Soyode (BEN TV) and Bernard Ampaw (OBE TV) has expanded 

the range of opportunities for entrepreneurs in film, video 

and television production.

Almost inevitably, the African market itself is providing

opportunities to first and second generation entrepreneurs

who build on extended family and social networks. UK trade

with Africa is large and dynamic, with commodity exports 

to Nigeria up 25% in 2001. Yet many members of London’s

Black African community feel excluded, especially from key

intermediary roles, and feel that their gains from these

opportunities are small (see Chapter 6).

It is important to acknowledge the huge diversity within 

this community; for instance, there are important differences

between Islamic entrepreneurs and those from Christian or

other backgrounds, especially in terms of access and use of

external finance. Elite entrepreneurs, linked and networked

with prosperous communities in South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya

and Ghana, face a growing range of opportunities, especially

as local markets for business services and specialist products

expand. The five largest African markets account for

significant trade between the UK and these countries. For

example in 2003 imports from the five top African countries

totalled £4 billion, while UK exports to these countries were

worth around £3 billion.17

2.3.3 East Asian-owned businesses 
The East Asian business community is one of the oldest and

best-established entrepreneurial groups in the UK. The earliest

records of the Chinese in Britain and London go back to 

the seventeenth century. Other groups (notably Japanese,
Vietnamese, Korean, Indonesian and Filipino) have 

grown more important over the last 30 years. Traditionally

these communities have confined themselves to restaurants

and catering, as well as personal services. However, like other

communities discussed above, their growing confidence and

educational achievement is prompting many (particularly

younger) members to branch out into new industries. Some are

taking advantage of trade links with their countries of origin;

others are using their educational qualifications to move into

more mainstream sectors, such as banking, finance and IT.

2.3.3.1 Chinese
Of all London’s BME communities, the Chinese community –

especially its younger sector – has ‘achieved by far the most

rapid degree of upward mobility’, in part through entrepreneurial

success. The LABS estimates put the number of Chinese-

owned businesses (excluding the self-employed) in London

at around 1,800 making up about 1% of the total for all

businesses in London.
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The previous chapter highlighted some of

the differences that exist between BME-

owned businesses and BME communities

generally. In also noted some of the

deficiencies in current methods by which

they are identified and described – in part

due to the limitation of available data.

Nonetheless, it is possible to describe some

of the main features that many BME-owned

businesses share and differentiates them

from businesses owned by the majority

population in London.

3.1 Size, turnover, employment patterns 
3.1.1 Number of BME-owned businesses
The recent London Annual Business Survey (LABS 2004)

estimated that there are around 66,000 BME-owned
businesses in London. Not only are these businesses

making a significant contribution to the London economy 

in terms of job creation and employment, GDP, income and

wealth creation, they are also helping change the economic

landscape of the London economy by diversifying its

business and industry base and regenerating local areas.

In addition to the 66,000 BME-owned businesses, there 

are around 93,000 BME people who are self-employed. The

self-employed also make a contribution to the economy, as

self-employment provides a crucial flexibility in the labour

market, enabling the labour market to function more efficiently

and giving people different options to participate in the market.

3.1.2 Size
There is evidence of under-reporting of BME business

activity; employment data from LABS 2004 suggests 

that 560,000 people are employed by BME-owned
businesses. Around a quarter of all businesses in London

employing less than five people are owned by members of

the BME community and 53% of BME-owned enterprises

employ less than five people. This is approximately the same

proportion as for white-owned businesses. But as described

in Chapter 2 it is important to recognise that these statistics

vary across different BME communities. 

Figure 3.1: Size distribution of BME enterprises 
in London

Source: LABS 2004
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communities the second and third generation are running

successful companies in new industries and mainstream sectors. 

2.4 Potential models for redefining BME-owned businesses
The above information has shown that traditional ethnicity-

based analysis of BME business communities is overly simplistic.

This is particularly true with regard to gender and age, but

further weaknesses include cultural, social and geographic

sensitivities: African and Caribbean entrepreneurs may be

related ethnically but have different cultures, language,

heritage and geographical background – although this may

become blurred and unimportant among the second and third

generation who were born in the UK or came here as children.

But redefining BME enterprise communities in London to

take into account the differences above is not sufficient; 

a critical aim of this research is to understand internal

dynamics (especially in relation to age, gender, personal

aspirations and experiences), and how they affect the way

entrepreneurs see themselves and the type of business

support that is appropriate. For example, the data indicate

that many younger, female BME business owners identify

more closely with their cross-cultural, social peers than those

sharing the same ethnicity, as was traditionally the case.

Black African, Black Caribbean, South Asian and African-

American entrepreneurs all come together in business and

professional associations. Similarly, young male Black African,

Black Caribbean, South Asian and Chinese professionals

running businesses in the IT, business services and new

technology sectors appear to have more in common with

each other than with peers working in traditional sectors.

Therefore, a new definition and analysis of BME-owned

businesses needs to examine entrepreneurs in light of their

business approach, behaviour, educational levels, aspirations

and motivations. A definition is needed that encompasses the

type of business they are operating, their strategies and their

formal and informal networks. While language, culture and

ethnicity remain relevant, they are just some factors among

many and are less important than the way in which

entrepreneurs from BME backgrounds choose their markets 

and conduct their business. Put differently, business support

agencies must be sensitive to these differences in order to

provide the appropriate support and meet the development and

growth needs of the different types of BME-owned businesses.

One possible framework is a model that takes variables 

such as behaviour, business type and market to define BME

entrepreneurs by their most important shared characteristics

– for example, gurus, survivors, radicals or networkers. This

offers a way of identifying how individuals or groups operate

their business without confining them to old stereotypes.

Potentially it can be applied both internally to any one BME

community and externally across a number of communities

(see Appendix 5). 

2.5 Summary
This chapter has highlighted the growth and diversity 

among London’s BME communities. It is difficult to get 

any consistent time series on BME-owned businesses from

which to estimate growth, but self-employment among 

BME communities (which may give some indication of

entrepreneurial activity) increased by almost 40% between

the 1991 and 2001 Censuses. Some of the most significant

increases in entrepreneurial activity are among new

entrepreneurial groups, notably East and South Asian

women, Black African and Caribbean men and women and

younger generations. BME-owned businesses are emerging

from traditional areas and achieving success in mainstream

areas of business. Consequently, earlier conceptions and

categories of BME-owned businesses appear limited; instead,

links between race, ethnicity, sector and business type need

to be forged to help develop our understanding of BME

entrepreneurs. This is important because it affects the

provision of business support (see Chapter 6). Further key

features of London’s BME-owned businesses are outlined 

in the following chapter.
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• Over 30% of BME enterprises are located in Inner London

and the City Fringe, where there are concentrations of

retailing, restaurants, specialist media services and some

business services. They account for 35% of turnover and

40% of employment.

• Less than 5% of BME enterprises are located in the 

City, the West End and a few major outer boroughs. They

account for over 30% of turnover and around 20% of jobs.

3.2 Business issues 
3.2.1 Business structure 
The legal structure can be broken down into sole traders,

partnerships, private and public limited companies, franchises,

holdings and multinational companies. The majority of BME-

owned businesses fall into the sole trader and private limited

categories, and these are far more common structures in BME

businesses than across companies generally.

3.2.2 Business and social networks 
The low costs associated with the widespread, effective use

of community networks allow many BME-owned enterprises

to survive and prosper with lower turnovers than would

normally be possible (also see Section 4.2). It is clear that

‘family and the wider co-ethnic community [are] important

sources of finance, management and labour.’20 There is,

however, very little evidence on the costs and business

consequences of these arrangements. 

3.2.3 Methods of production
BME-owned businesses are heavily concentrated in service

sectors. A significant proportion of the businesses operating 

in the ethnic niche and traditional sectors have invested little

money in technology, with investment per worker lower 

than companies owned by the majority population.21 There 

is some evidence, however, that the new generations of 

BME entrepreneurs are departing from this pattern and using

technology extensively. In contrast, larger firms with extensive

international supply and customer networks appear to be

investing in information technologies at similar or even greater

rates than the majority population. This pattern is especially

noticeable in the new research-based sectors – pharmaceuticals, 

for instance. With the exception of the larger and established

companies (particularly the food production firms), the primary

method of production employed in the BME-owned businesses

is small batch production, which is common in both traditional

sectors, such as textiles, and new industries.

3.2.4 Innovation and use of ICT 
Arguably the search for new ideas and technologies is the

most important component of long-term success in modern

economies. Information and communication technology (ICT)

has long been regarded as crucial to business competitiveness

and growth. On top of this, entrepreneurial insights are the

primary source of new know-how, invention and innovation.

These are often linked with process improvements to

enhance the quality and competitiveness of products and

services. In some sectors, especially new technology-based

firms, formal internal R&D programmes are important. South

and East Asian companies are very good at seeking out and

developing home and foreign patents and licences to build

up their businesses and Caribbean entrepreneurs appear

increasingly successful at introducing new products, services

and ideas from abroad.

From the research there appears to be less use of creative

techniques, and formal market research and competitor

analysis was rare. Moreover, although a few micro and 

small businesses use ICT and e-commerce facilities (such 

as broadband), research shows that its use is much lower

among BME businesses, particularly those in traditional

sectors.22 One of the most striking features from the research

is the limited use of collaborative research, for example with

local universities. There was also little evidence that BME-

owned businesses linked into UK, EU or other government

programmes for the development, adoption or use of new

technologies. In many respects, this neglect reflects a failure

by the institutions managing these programmes to build

effective links with the BME communities, rather than a

refusal by the BME community to use outside knowledge,

invention or innovation as a route to business development

(also see Chapter 5).
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3.1.3 Turnover
Given difficulties with existing data on the size and number

of BME-owned businesses, it is unsurprising that calculating

turnover proves difficult because of under-reporting and

particular types of reporting on accounting procedures.

Nevertheless, gross annual turnover of all BME enterprises 

in London is estimated by LABS 2004 at around £90 billion,

compared to the turnover for all London businesses of 

£800 billion. According to these figures, the turnover of

BME-owned businesses represents around 11% of the

turnover of all businesses in London19.

As mentioned earlier (see Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3), 

both female and young entrepreneurs across different 

BME communities are increasingly establishing businesses in

mainstream and new sectors. Although this shift can be seen

in specific BME-owned business groups, the economic effect

of these changes on the overall size and turnover of BME-

owned businesses remains small. 

It is important to note that many BME-owned businesses,

particularly those operating in the ethnic niche markets,

cannot create the competitive advantage necessary for

higher margins, increased profitability and the opportunity to

invest for future growth. Movement out of these sectors also

poses major problems, especially if long-term profits are low

and all the money is tied up in the business itself. 

3.1.4 Employment patterns 
The London Annual Business Survey estimates that there are

up to 560,000 people employed in London by BME-owned

businesses. The focus groups suggested that the majority of

jobs are retained within the BME community, and found in

sectors such as restaurants, retailing, personal care and

small-scale manufacturing. Employment in BME-owned firms

tends to be concentrated within the local community or

among friends and/or family. 

This pattern breaks up in both the new and growth 

sectors – where technical competence is more important to

entrepreneurs than ethnicity – and in the largest companies,

where usually only the highest levels of management are

recruited from the wider labour market (although it is worth

remembering that these companies account for most jobs

within the BME community).

3.1.5 Location and sector
BME enterprises tend to be more geographically

concentrated than those in the majority community. The

majority of BME-owned businesses tend to be small and fall

in the micro business category. A significant proportion are

in traditional sectors with a strong focus on retailing, local

restaurants, personal services, jobbing building and (private)

property services. The geographical concentrations of BME

enterprises reflect three broad patterns.

• Enterprises located within the community have a strong

focus on retailing and personal services. These are largely

concentrated in a number of London boroughs including

Brent, Ealing, Newham, Tower Hamlets and Redbridge

(over half of London’s BME enterprises are located here).

They account for less than 20% of turnover and 25% of

employment. Other boroughs of sizeable BME business

population include Lambeth, Southwark, Lewisham,

Waltham Forest, Haringey, Hackney and Enfield.
19 Turnover refers to all sales from the site where the respondent to the survey

was based (London Annual Business Survey covered only private sector

businesses with one or more staff). It is not comparable to e.g. London GVA,

because it includes all sales (including suppliers’ sales and intermediate sales)

and so does not reflect only value added within London.

W. Wing Yip, Chairman of W Wing Yip Plc. Photo courtesy Eric Lee
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for ‘ethnic’ brands in drinks, snacks, convenience foods and

sauces. Companies like the Noon Group have established a

leading position in the ethnic foods sector. Some leading

companies from the Caribbean – for instance, Grace Kennedy

– have also taken advantage of these trends and have used

London as a base for building up their market position.

3.2.9 Survival rates
There is little information on the survival rates of BME-

owned businesses. Many are concentrated in sectors with

high rates of insolvency, notably retailing, business services,

textiles and clothing, construction, hotels and catering,

which suggests that BME-owned business failure rates may

be high. Encouragingly, there is some anecdotal evidence to

suggest that BME-owned businesses survive longer because

of their more limited use of commercial sources of capital. 

3.2.10 Growth potential
Most of the data in this area are centred on the expansion 

of BME-owned businesses within their immediate community.

Although many BME communities are becoming more

prosperous, there is some sense that disposable income is

still growing more slowly than the turnover of London’s

BME-owned businesses. Growth, therefore, seems to be

closely linked to an entrepreneur’s ability to cross over into

the mainstream, or for second and third generation BME

entrepreneurs to continue to establish viable, expanding

businesses in both mainstream and growth sectors. 

3.3 Summary
Building on the particular BME business community features

outlined in Chapter 2, this chapter has detailed two major

themes – structure and issues – that help improve our

understanding of BME entrepreneurs. Clearly some features

of BME-owned business have been neglected, such as a

better appreciation of the geographies of start-up and

delivery, because of a lack of suitable information and data.

But it is apparent that there are a number of distinguishing

features – small size, uncompetitive business practices, and

predominance in certain sectors, for instance – that impact

on the type of business support needed by them. A number

of specific barriers facing BME-owned business are described

in Chapter 5. But in the next chapter it is useful to add to

our understanding of these businesses by briefly describing

some of the major contributions and successes of BME-

owned businesses.
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3.2.5 Corporate services
Professional corporate services are essential to any company 

that is looking to expand and therefore needs advice on raising

external finance or floating on the Alternative Investment Market.

Other essential corporate services might include providers of the

finance itself (for example, venture capital funds or business

angels), as well as professional advice in areas as varied as the

law, marketing strategy, organisational structure, and mergers 

and acquisitions. An examination of BME-owned businesses

(based on analysis of company accounts, media reports, financial

and legal databases) indicates that use of business services is

consistent across companies. Where merger, acquisition and other

major changes take place, BME entrepreneurs turn to the larger,

well-established legal and finance houses.

3.2.6 Supply chains
In a general sense, businesses supplying and trading with each

other as well as small firms accessing contracts and supplying

large companies are key elements of supply chain activities.

Evidence on supply chain structures in BME businesses is

limited and their shape and form vary significantly between

sectors and communities. There is some evidence that the

supply chain for supplies and services in traditional sectors

remains predominantly within the community, but that

supplies of equipment and capital goods are usually sourced

more widely. The research highlights the inevitability of 

this feature of supply chains. For example, for East Asian

businesses (especially Chinese) many of the basic food

supplies for restaurants and retailers can only be obtained

from dedicated wholesale businesses. In parallel, while BME

retailers and restaurateurs welcomed clients and customers

from within their communities, few saw community trade

alone to be enough for long-term growth. 

Locally, however, two groups seem especially committed 

to embedding their efforts in the BME supply chain. East

Asian entrepreneurs (especially Chinese) in the IT sector are

establishing a strong market position in the supply chain of

East Asian retailers and restaurateurs. In the business services

sector, South Asian, Black African and Black Caribbean

consultants are building strong positions serving clients within

their communities and others operating in those communities.

In larger BME-owned companies, there was more evidence 

of systematic analysis of data and the use of formal market

intelligence to direct marketing efforts. For example, companies

like Lornamead (which makes home and personal care

products) are growing by focusing much of their marketing

effort internationally.

3.2.7 Market share
Given the size, structure and profile of BME-owned

businesses in London accurate data on market share proves

elusive. Leaving aside the different definitions of market

share – a market might be national, local, community-based

or sectoral – BME-owned businesses are diverse and operate

in a wide variety of markets. Nonetheless, it seems that

BME-owned businesses have particularly strong shares in

traditional markets in local communities. If more traditional

forms of market share analysis are employed, BME-owned

businesses tend to feature less; for example, the successful

international businessman Lord Paul’s Caparo Group is 

the largest independent steel company in Britain and

Lornamead’s acquisition of the Harmony range of products

has given the company a material share of the UK market. 

3.2.8 Major competitors
The relatively small UK and London market shares of BME-owned

businesses make systematic, conventional competitor analysis

difficult. However, it appears that there are two dominant forms

of competitor facing BME-owned businesses. The first are new

migrants into London or specific boroughs. They often compete

in traditional ethnic niche markets on ‘advantages’, such as low

prices, longer opening hours and specialist stock, to win trade

from other local BME-owned businesses. Typically, the net result

is an increase in the numbers surviving, but without making

enough profits to fund new investment.

The second major competitor is the greater involvement 

of large mainstream firms. Growing awareness of the

significance, scale and value of the BME market has

encouraged these firms to acquire linked products, companies

or markets. However, the increased value of these markets

has encouraged major UK retailers to stock an increasing

number of associated brands. This has in turn created

opportunities for BME-owned businesses, acting as industry

analysts and retail buyers, to highlight the growing appetite 
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• BME communities make up over 29% of London’s 7.2

million population and form nearly a quarter of people of

working age. In 1991 a study by the Bank of England

found that 14.6% of London’s BME communities were

self-employed, compared to a UK average of 12.8%.24

• the vast majority of BME-owned businesses are at the

lower end of the size scale. Around 53% of them employ

four people or less, approximately the same percentage 

as for all businesses in London. BME businesses also have

a lower turnover than the London and UK averages.

However, they are growing in number much faster than

SMEs across the country as a whole, with some estimates

suggesting that BME business growth is almost double

the UK average.

• from 1991 to 2001, the increase in self-employment in

the total population of London increased by around 20%,

but self-employment in the BME population grew by

around 40%.25

• BME-owned businesses are helping to change the economic

landscape of London by diversifying its business and

industrial base. Their traditional concentration, by both

location and industry, has helped create distinctive

communities and regenerate local areas. 

4.1.2 Purchasing power and the importance of the
BME marketplace
As noted, the purchasing power of London’s BME

communities is significant – with an estimated after-tax

income of £16 billion26 currently estimated to be in the hands 

of BME consumers in London. Britain’s ethnic minorities as

a whole account for 4% of disposable income and 6% of 

the population, but in London the contribution amounted to

15% of disposable income from 23% of the population.27 The

spending power of the BME consumer creates significant

markets for goods and services in the region.

Although some BME-owned businesses have been relatively

successful at developing the internal markets of the wider

BME communities, there is considerable scope for further

growth. The buying power of the BME community is largely

underestimated, even by its own members. Therefore it

makes sense to publicise the potential purchasing power of

the BME community and to encourage local ‘buyer-to-buyer’

fairs, especially in collaboration with London’s boroughs.

Parallel to these, specific initiatives to assist BME-owned

businesses to reach these markets should be supported 

or initiated (also see Chapter 7).

Leading market researchers have highlighted both the 

growing importance of the BME marketplace and the relatively

poor service received from large UK businesses. In the US, for

instance, major companies such as AT&T, Coca-Cola and Nabisco

run dedicated marketing programmes targeting ethnic minority

communities. Moreover, ethnic market targeting has helped

BME-owned advertising agencies, media companies and car

dealerships to reach a scale of operation unknown in similar

sectors in Britain.28 However, in the UK it is hard to find large

companies with a well-developed multicultural marketing plan.

British companies have only recently begun to adopt marketing

strategies that explicitly recognise the spending power of BME

communities (for example, NatWest Bank and British Telecom

have targeted the South Asian community). 

24 Bank of England, 1991

25 Comparison between 1991 and 2001 Censuses self-employment numbers

26 Estimated by LDA on basis of HBAI (Households Below Average Income) Survey

27 ‘The Financing of Ethnic Minority Firms in the United Kingdom’, 

Bank of England May 1999

28 Nwanko, S and Lindridge, A (1988) Marketing to Ethnic Minorities 

In an obvious sense, one of London’s key

economic strengths is its cosmopolitan

nature – the talent, ingenuity, energy and

enterprise of London’s ethnically diverse

populations are critical to its prosperity and

status as a world city. Indeed, a number of

BME-owned firms have begun to play

leading roles in their respective markets and

the wider economy. Many have overcome

major barriers to become role models, 

both within and beyond their communities. 

This chapter details some of this experience

and knowledge to build a more accurate

picture of the experience of BME-owned

businesses so that fundamental barriers to

business development and growth can be

addressed (see Chapter 7).

4.1 The BME-owned business contribution to 
London’s economy 
Over the past decade BME-owned businesses have 

emerged as a powerful economic force in London. They

make a significant contribution to the capital’s economy in

terms of job creation and employment, GDP, income and

wealth creation, innovation, knowledge transfer, economic

regeneration and the diversification of local and sub-regional

economies. BME-owned businesses are no longer limited to

operating in their traditional markets: the ethnic niches that

gave them their first business home. An increasing number

of BME entrepreneurs are now running successful multi-

million pound companies in mainstream industries.

Furthermore, many of the most successful BME-owned

companies in London have built a strong international

dimension into their businesses.

In part, this development has been down to the deep-rooted

generational changes that have taken place in the last 20 years

within second and third generation BME communities – for

instance many people from BME communities are highly

educated and have substantial experience in corporate

companies and large public organisations.

4.1.1 The business and economic contribution of 
BME-owned firms: the numbers
As noted in Chapter 2 and 3, in 2004: 

• there were 66,000 BME-owned businesses in 

London (around 22% of the London total) employing

560,000 people

• their combined sales turnover was £90 billion compared

to £800 billion for all London businesses.23

• the sales turnover is broken down as follows: Asian £60

billion; Black (businesses of Black Caribbean and Black

African background) £10 billion; Others £15 billion

• there were approximately 93,000 self-employed 
people from the BME communities contributing to the

London economy

• London’s BME communities have an after-tax income of

£16 billion. This enormous purchasing power has a major

impact on the regional economy through spending and

other economic activities. 

4. London’s BME-owned
firms: their contributions and
success
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• Ozwald Boateng: a menswear designer widely credited

with introducing Savile Row tailoring to a new generation.

He also designs clothes for a celebrity clientele, including

Mick Jagger, Anthony Hopkins and Lawrence Fishburne.

• Grace Igbasi: owner of highly successful 7 Sisters Hospital

Services Ltd – a medical recruitment and training company

operating in many London areas. The company has contracts

with a number of hospitals.

• Yvonne Thompson has run her own marketing and PR

Company, ASAP Communications, for 20 years. 

• Joy Nichols is the founder and CEO of the highly successful

company Nichols Employment Agency (NEA). The company

specialises in recruitment in the health and social care

sectors as well as consultancy, training and project

management to the public, private and voluntary sectors.

4.1.3.3 East and West Asian 
• Dr Kim Tan’s KS Biomedix has used its investments in

research and development to open up international

markets. KS Biomedix is a biopharmaceutical company

founded in 1990 with the purpose of bridging the gap

between medical research and the marketplace and was

listed on AIM in 1995.

• Dr John Wu is the owner of the company Dr & Herbs,

which specialises in Chinese medicine and is one of the

largest private health providers in the UK with over 120

outlets. Dr & Herbs has provided healthcare to over 4

million people for a range of ailments ranging from

backaches and stress to arthritis.

• Rouzbeh Pirouz: born in Iran, he was raised in Canada and

studied at Harvard, Stanford and in the UK as a Rhodes

Scholar. He established Mondus in London when he was

26; it is now ranked in Europe’s top 25 technology-based

private companies and recently attracted a £50 million

investment from SEAT, the leading Italian publisher of

business directories.

• Robert and Vincent Tchenguiz: Iranian-born brothers

Robert, 47, and Vincent, 43, began by buying flats in

west London and now have a property portfolio worth

£2.5 billion. In November 2003 they made a profit of £58

million when the Pubmaster chain, in which they had a

34% stake, was sold.35

• Stelios Haji-Ioannou (37), the Greek-born son of a

shipping magnate, is best known for the low-cost

EasyJet, which floated in 2000. His stake in the airline is

estimated at £228 million.36

• Israfil Erbil & family: jewellery retailers (Erbiller Jewellery)

with outlets in North and East London. 

• Ibrahim Birkan Ovayolu & family: owners of TFC,Turkish

food centres – a wholesale and retail company with 9

branches throughout London. They import Turkish food

products from Turkey and Germany. The firm also has 

own brand lines.

4.2 Strategies towards BME business success 
Part of the research focus here is on identifying and

examining the different business strategies adopted by the

UK’s successful BME entrepreneurs. Other than well-known

examples of multi-national entrepreneurs such as Lakshmi

Mittal – owner of LNM Steel, the second largest steel

conglomerate in the world, which operates like any global

company – there were limited examples of business models

or strategies adopted by successful UK entrepreneurs of

ethnic minority origin. The focus on successful BME-owned

companies (measured by turnover, profitability, sustained

growth and market share) was important for three main

reasons (see Section 1.2):

• growing and successful companies generate more jobs

and other economic impacts compared to micro and small

marginal businesses

• successful companies owned by people of BME

background act as role models for potential entrepreneurs

• successful BME business models could provide policy

makers and business support professionals with lessons

and knowledge on how to provide effective business

support for other aspiring BME entrepreneurs.

Identifying key information was critical for redefining 

BME-owned business. Critical factors were:

• the motivation for starting up the company
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Perhaps the best illustration is the growth in the number of

dedicated media services to the BME community. The late Val

McCalla’s success with The Voice Newspaper shows the

potential of this strategy. He initially started The Voice to give

an outlet to views and concerns within the Black community

that were getting little or no coverage elsewhere. A mixture of

charisma, entrepreneurship and business skills enabled him to

build The Voice into a position where it not only reached his

core market but could also establish partnerships with local

authorities and attract more mainstream advertisers. The story

of newspapers like The Voice is matched in the South Asian

community by the success of Asian television and radio

channels. There are now around 20 radio stations in London

(excluding specialist units of the BBC and pirate stations) and

over 100 specialist newspapers and periodicals. Importantly,

this gap is also now beginning to be filled by a new generation

of BME entrepreneurs who have set up marketing and

consulting firms to market directly the service and products of

BME businesses – as well as marketing to major corporations.

The importance of BME markets is set to increase as London’s

BME populations are forecast to grow to nearly a third of the

city’s population by 2011. Their relevance to London’s future

growth and prosperity is increased further by the younger age

profile of these communities – over a quarter of London’s 

20-to 59-year-olds (the main employment group) are from

BME groups and almost 80% of the increase in the working

age population in London over the next decade will come

from these communities.

4.1.3 Successful businesspeople from the different
BME communities
To capture further some of the main features of the BME

business community, examples of successful entrepreneurs

prove illustrative. 

4.1.3.1 South Asian entrepreneurs 
• The Jatania brothers: their business provides cosmetic

and beauty products. Their approach is to buy well-

known brands and reinvigorate them. The family came to

Britain in 1969 after leaving Uganda and now trades in

Russia, Eastern Europe and Africa. Have an estimated

personal worth of £500 million.29

• Bikhu and Vijay Patel: Vijay trained as pharmacist and the

brothers soon owned a string of shops before moving

into pharmaceutical wholesaling. Estimated personal

worth: £425 million.30

• Tom Singh: fashion retailer with an estimated worth of

£160 million.31

• Satinder Gulhati: owns a chain of luxurious hotels across

London worth £24 million.

• Lord Swraj Paul: Founder of the UK-based Caparo Group,

which specialises in the supply and manufacture of steel-

based engineering products for industry. 

• Avtar Lit: founder and managing director of Sunrise Radio.

• Gurinder Chadha: One of the growing number of 

Asian women entrepreneurs; film producer and media

entrepreneur whose production company was responsible

for the highly successful film Bend it like Beckham.

Estimated to be worth £5 million.32

• Kal Kaur Rai: An up and coming young Asian woman

clothing designer and entrepreneur who supplies to major

UK retailers such as House of Fraser and Top Shop. 

4.1.3.2 Black African and Black Caribbean entrepreneurs
• Adam Afriyie: 38-year-old entrepreneur and millionaire 

and the Conservative Party candidate for Windsor. He

established the IT firm Connect Service and is the Chairman

of De Havilland Information Services, which provides

political information to some of the country’s largest

organisations. Afriyie is reputed to be worth £40 million.33

• Patrick Berry and Neil Kenlock: owners of the Black 

radio station Choice FM until they sold it to the London

station Capital Radio.

• Alexander Amosu: 28-year-old multi-millionaire founder

of mobile phone music ‘RnB Ringtones’ and a second

generation Nigerian. He identified a gap in the market

while an engineering student at university and earned £1

million in his first year of trading.34
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The research highlights that although ethnicity is important 

for many BME entrepreneurs, when it comes to analysis and

business support provision, greater emphasis should be 

placed on other key factors such as education level, business

experience, type of business and the sector in which the firm 

is operating. Mindful of this, six broad business development

strategies emerged from the experience of BME entrepreneurs.

1. BME-owned businesses operating within and for their

local communities appeared to be service and product-led.

Their shop or restaurant provided a service to a local

community and their educational achievements were rarely

translated into progressive business practices. However,

the most successful companies now see their core BME

market as a launching pad for wider development.

2. The exploitation of different marketing approaches has

proved beneficial. For example, since Rubicon Exotic Fruit

drinks started in 1982, it has grown to be a major player

in the specialist exotic drinks market. Although the core

market is in the BME community, its marketing strategies

are also aimed at the mainstream and wider markets.

3. There were clear business advantages gained from

detailed local knowledge, advice from local community

leaders or ‘gurus’ and help from family members and

close friends in the first stages of developing their

business, although this was less common among newer

generation of BME entrepreneurs.

4. Maximising human resource potential was critical.

Traditional business sectors were mainly labour-intensive,

and most started as a route for self-employment and

creating jobs for the family and community. There is

evidence that this initial focus on survival led to 

relatively lower rates of business failure among 

BME-owned businesses.

5. There is a growing appreciation and use of new

technology, especially among second and third generation

BME entrepreneurs.

6. Mainstream business language has increasingly 

gained currency, particularly among second and 

third generation entrepreneurs. 

4.3 A lifecycle approach
It is crucial to appreciate that the successful strategies

employed by BME-owned entrepreneurs outlined above 

are applicable at different times in the business cycle. 

For instance, traditional methods of business development,

based on local networks and informal management strategies,

are rarely sufficient to cope with a developing business and

the escalating costs and strained cash flow experienced as a

business moves through the different stages in its lifecycle.

4.4 Entrepreneurial strategies for BME-owned
business growth and success
Given the different drivers and pressures facing the large

proportion of BME-owned businesses throughout their life

cycle, three broad strategies to ensure development and

survival can be identified. 

4.4.1 Moving the service/product beyond the
immediate community market
This move may take several forms including: (a) meeting

needs in other BME communities outside the original core

market(s); (b) meeting the needs of non-BME communities

seeking their distinctive products and services; (c) moving

the product or service away from minority communities 

and into the mainstream; (d) reaching BME markets/

communities outside the UK home market(s).

• Broadening the business base beyond the immediate
core market is a well established strategy for BME

businesses. Some other communities (particularly in

disadvantaged areas) can offer similar market conditions

– low rents or property prices, opportunities for those

working unsocial hours and a lack of competition from

large, established companies – and some similarities in

product needs (such as distinctive fresh foods). Traditional

South Asian retailers have been relatively successful in

adopting this approach to build up their businesses in the

Black African and Caribbean communities. More recently,

South Asian pharmacists, operating on a much larger

scale, have used this strategy to build their businesses

while avoiding head-on clashes with larger, better

established businesses from the majority community.

Among newer businesses this strategy takes other forms.

Many media companies are redefining their marketplace

to encompass a broad range of ethnic markets and

marketing according to age, gender and location rather

than ethnicity. 
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• the extent to which their decision was influenced by

‘push’ factors (being forced to start up a business due to

reasons such as inequality in the labour market) and ‘pull’

factors (identifying a business opportunity and exploiting

it like any entrepreneur) 

• their strategies for exploiting business/market opportunities

• the extent the sector they chose to establish in had an

impact on the success of the company

• the strategies adopted to overcome the well-documented

barriers such as access to business finance. 

Profiles of some of the successful BME entrepreneurs 

who were interviewed or took part in the focus groups are

outlined below:

• a Black Caribbean developer of identity smartcards used

his networks from university to raise the £500,000 equity

required to launch his business. He has suffered setbacks

because of the general downturn in the technology

sector, but is now looking to make breakthroughs in the

government procurement sector for proposed identity

card systems.

• a well-known Bangladeshi food critic and journalist created

a media furore by challenging the tired format of the average

high street curry house. He then established an upmarket

and high-profile Indian restaurant in Westminster, financed

by commercial banks and private equity. The restaurant

serves a fusion menu and is structured on a unique

membership concept. It has been trading for a little more

than a year and employs 60 staff. When asked about his

unique selling proposition, his reply was:

‘Cross culture expressed in food in a mainstream 

location – in a location of political power. The design 

of the restaurant is in keeping with the identity of the

building: clean, elegant and simple. My personality. 

We import our own spices.’

• a North London medical employment agency, run 

by a female African entrepreneur, which supplies 

doctors, nurses and auxilliary staff to the NHS in 

London. The business is growing, and is now at a key

phase where outside help is needed to make the most

of opportunities. 

• a former consulting accountant and serial entrepreneur

set up five businesses (three of which are internet-based)

and an international beer brand, which employs 60

people and has a turnover of £13 million.

• a north-west London IT wholesaler specialising in 

bulk buying surplus computer equipment to upgrade 

and resell. The company has developed international

trade links with Africa and has built up a portfolio of

retail property, which is let as small units for 

IT-related businesses. 

Around 70% of the businesses surveyed already traded

overseas and all had ambitions to do so. Their growth ambitions

were a consistent theme in the interviews. A number of reasons

were given by business owners for their optimism.

• ‘The business has more than doubled over three years

from £350,000 due to hard work, good products, good

marketing and good financial control.’

• ‘Product innovation, better service, price maintenance,

using modern food processing technology, getting five

star hotel catering contracts.’

• ‘Over three years we have doubled our sales turnover,

because it was the right time to be in the market for

supply teachers, and 2000 was a good year for IT

recruitment. We also started an office in the City for IT

and for teachers in Manchester. Both these were failures

but we grew in spite of these setbacks.’

• ‘In 1999 our sales were £4.3 million so we have tripled

our sales in three years. Respectively, 52%, 57% and 

now 30% growth.’

• ‘The reason is the quality of the product. We sell

authentic products, designed through new product

development. We have grown because the market for

Indian ready meals continues to grow: there is market

pull. We would have grown faster but we lacked capacity.’

Almost 60% of businesses considered that any further

growth would be achieved organically and there would be 

no need for external borrowing. One of the businesses was

considering an offer of venture capital to create a US outlet

in Washington State. Another had financed itself twice

through the Greater London Growth Fund before using bank

finance, trade finance, factoring and invoice discounting. 
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finished products and, increasingly, services. While some

assume that these are largely concentrated on low-cost

imports from developing economies (and there is some

evidence of this in traditional sectors such as textiles and

fresh foods), this practice is declining.

Interestingly, for some firms, their overseas operations are

virtually indistinguishable from the rest of their business. 

In many instances it is easier for BME-owned businesses to

expand their operations internationally than in the UK market.

This is primarily because of the cultural connections and

advantages. This is especially noticeable in the travel, leisure,

hotel and services sectors, as well as some manufacturing.

For example, Asian entrepreneur Lord Paul’s Caparo Group

has significant international sales across the world. However,

the greatest challenges and opportunities are emerging

among the newer, technology based BME-owned businesses.

Similarly, Dr Kim Tan’s KS Biomedix has used its investments

in research and development to open up international markets.

Many of the younger, better educated BME entrepreneurs

are sufficiently cosmopolitan in their business perspective to

see few problems in building their business through international

links. However, some businesses from the focus groups and

the interviews expressed concern about the relative lack of

support for their efforts. Newer, high growth BME-owned

businesses found their cash flows strained by payment delays

from overseas markets. This is especially true of Black African

communities, particularly those originating from West Africa.

Some of the UK’s most valuable overseas markets – particularly

Nigeria and Ghana – are in West Africa and some businesses

interviewed felt that they lacked UK Government support in

building up their businesses in the regions.

The most notable recent development is the widening of

global networks beyond countries of origin. Younger, British-

based Black Caribbean businesspeople are building business

links with Caribbean communities on the East Coast of America

and South and East Asian entrepreneurs in London are

increasingly active in establishing technological and marketing

relationships in the USA. This research suggests that Europe

has been relatively sidelined by London’s BME entrepreneurs.

4.5 Summary
This chapter has sought to present some of the experience 

of successful BME entrepreneurs, to build a more accurate

picture for the development of business support. Together,

Chapters 2 and 3 outlined distinct features of BME-owned

business and entrepreneurs in the capital – the former

provides the context of the research in broad macro-economic

terms, the latter teases out some of the key features of BME-

owned businesses. This chapter builds on this information by

using some of the primary and secondary data gathered for

this research to outline some of the ‘stories’ associated with

BME business success. Critically, this chapter highlights the

increasingly knowledge-intensive areas being developed, and

a rich diversity of multilingual entrepreneurs balanced by a

new generation of British-born business graduates. Clearly,

given the limits of some of the data, drawing conclusions 

for the development of the wider BME-owned business

community needs to be qualified. And despite these successes

it is important not to mask some of the barriers BME-owned

businesses face – the focus of the next chapter.
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• Businesses can also meet the needs of non-BME
communities seeking their distinctive products and

services. When the Prime Minister’s wife, Cherie Booth,

wore a sari designed by Bubs Mahil, she was following in

the footsteps of millions of people who have sought the

distinctive products and services of BME-owned businesses.

Mark Dalgety, of Dalgety Teas, began to distribute Caribbean

herbal teas to major food retailers, such as Sainsbury.

Shops, hotels, restaurants, manufacturers, shippers, banks

and businesses have all prospered because people from

outside their immediate community have a demand for their

distinctive, ‘ethnic’ offering.

• For many BME entrepreneurs the route to long-term,

sustainable success lies in moving away from their own

community and into the wider business community,

sometimes to the extent that the BME origins reside 

only in the individuals themselves or are lost altogether.

Many of the largest BME ventures in the UK fit this

model; one example is Goolam Noon of Noon Products,

whose food business was initially targeted at the South

Asian community, then branched out into producing and

supplying cooked chilled Indian food to major

supermarkets in the UK.

• Finally, there is the opportunity to reach BME markets

and communities outside the UK/home market(s). 

For example, Mike Jatania of the Lornamead Group has

adopted a successful business development strategy that

appears to be the opposite of mainstreaming. Founded 

in 1978, Lornamead’s core products meet the distinct

skincare, personal care and home needs of specific groups.

In the UK, these are defined as minority communities but

in their home nations they are, of course, the majority.

The company’s TURA skincare range of products is

marketed throughout Africa and it is now one of the

continent’s most popular skincare brands.

4.4.2 Start-up in mainstream and growth sectors
The second strategy relates to starting in mainstream and/or

growth sectors. The last decade has seen a large shift in the

profile of BME-owned businesses in London. While many of

the traditional sectors continue to be important, the fastest

growth across the BME business communities is in the

new/knowledge sectors. Improved marketing and promotion

lies at the heart of many of these developments, but

increased technological sophistication and better access to

capital is equally important. Many of the traditional sectors

require limited technology and minimal funding, while the

newer sectors are often based on technology and require

significant capital. 

An example of this is the company Technography Industries

Limited, run by the Black entrepreneur Charles Ejogo. Ejogo, 

a former employee of a merchant bank, is the driving force

behind the umbrolly vending unit, an innovative product 

that dispenses disposable umbrellas. Utilising flat-screen

technology, the umbrolly unit can also display full motion

television quality still and moving adverts. Technography is now

the UK’s leading umbrella vending specialist, with an exclusive

contract to supply units to London Underground stations.

South Asian (and some East Asian) businesses have also

been very effective at using technology throughout their

supply and distribution chain to achieve competitive

advantage and growth. For Indian entrepreneurs in the 

IT sector, links with India’s successful IT industries around

Bangalore are a major bonus. This advantage is reinforced 

by the skilful application of high-speed telecommunication

systems to speed up and expedite communication,

processing and development. This involves significant costs.

There is some evidence that South Asian entrepreneurs

building their businesses in this way have successfully

combined family or community finance with traditional 

UK sources of funding and also Indian finance – financial

packaging of a kind that is rare in other BME communities.

There is also evidence that the position of Caribbean

entrepreneurs in the newer sectors is strengthening. Many of

these developments have been led by female entrepreneurs,

notably recruitment (for example, nursing services for the

NHS), business services and music and culture. However,

there is some evidence of a more prominent role for Black

Caribbean male entrepreneurs in business services, packaged

and branded foods, music and leisure and the social economy.

It also appears that female South and East Asian entrepreneurs

are playing a more prominent role in sectors like residential

care homes, high style textiles and financial services. 

4.4.3 International and global trading
The third strategy focuses on international trade opportunities.

Many of the most successful BME-owned companies in

London are based around a strongly international dimension,

by using technological innovation and established community

or family networks. The former is increasingly important for

East Asian entrepreneurs, while the latter is most common in

the South and East Asian communities. The Hinduja Group,

Lornamead and LNM Group are fundamentally international

in nature and, like many other large BME-owned companies,

their founders used established international networks

(sometimes family based) to build them up.

Alongside this, many BME-owned companies have used new

and established international networks to source commodities,
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at start-up phase BME entrepreneurs often face difficulties in

securing adequate funding to launch a business, although there

remain differences among BME groups – Black (Black Caribbean

and Black African) and Bangladeshi entrepreneurs tend to

experience the most difficulty in accessing finance for this phase.41

The recent London Annual Business Survey also highlighted

that access to finance is significantly more problematic for

Black-owned businesses than for other businesses, with 25%

of Black-owned businesses giving this as a significant or very

significant problem, compared to 11% of Asian-owned

businesses and 10% of white-owned businesses.42

But BME-owned businesses continue to experience difficulty

in accessing different types of finance required for growth.43

For instance, they experience barriers when obtaining debt

finance,44 and also have limited access to equity finance 45 and

venture capital.46 These difficulties have been explained by

the Bank of England 47 as a lack of awareness by BME-owned

businesses of the range of financing options available, and

the restrictive nature of the information and search costs

associated with, for instance, venture capital funds.

The evidence from this research suggests that growth BME

companies still face difficulties when attempting to access 

funds from the venture capital sector.

Specifically, three findings can be identified in relation to

BME-owned businesses and access to finance.

1. There remains a perception within BME business

communities that they receive less favourable treatment

from mainstream financial institutions. Although some

differences between the communities can be identified –

for instance, this research found that Black entrepreneurs

tend to feel they receive less favourable treatment than

Chinese and Asian businesspeople, although some business

people acknowledge that the less favourable treatment

may be due to the size of their business. However in

broad terms the businesses interviewed for this research

felt that mainstream white-owned businesses have more

favourable relations with financial institutions.

2. There appears to be insufficient understanding on the

part of some bank managers of the viability of some BME

industries, particularly in ethnic niche markets. Business

owners made comments like ‘The current bank manager is

very scared to give an overdraft because he does not

understand how we trade’. As a result, the research found

that a large proportion of BME-owned businesses and

entrepreneurs tended to rely on uncompetitive financing

tools, such as personal loans, or on family networks. In

addition the surveys and interviews for this research

found that a large proportion of even successful 

BME-owned businesses with a track record tended to

experience difficulty when accessing a range of growth

finance. The findings were consistent with a number of

other studies.

41 African Caribbean Entrepreneurs in Britain (Ram & Deakin, 1995); 

The Financing of Ethnic Minority Firms in the UK (Bank of England, 1999);

Ethnic Minority Business in the UK: Access to Finance and Business Support

(British Bankers Association, 2002)

42 LDA/Business Link for London – LABS 2003

43 There are a number of different types of financing, such as working capital

normally used to bridge short-term sales revenue gaps or cash flow problems,

and bank loans normally borrowed for short- and medium-term periods.

44 Ethnic Minorities and the High Street Bank (Curran & Blackburn, 1993)

45 Equity finance (sometimes referred to as share or equity capital) usually

involves the sale of shares in the business to raise money to finance major

business development activities and expansion.

46 Venture capital funds are usually aimed at financing SMEs that have the

potential for growth, but are considered too risky by many conventional

commercial lenders. 

47 Regular Survey of Business Opinions, Small Business Service (DTI, 2001)

BME-owned businesses still face disproportionate barriers to success

Despite the many successes highlighted in

Chapter 4 significant barriers still confront

BME-owned businesses in the capital.

Although some of these barriers are faced

by SMEs generally, there is strong evidence

that BME-owned businesses encounter

disproportionately large obstacles to their

development and growth. Notwithstanding

some of the specific characteristics of BME-

owned businesses outlined in Chapter 3, 

at least six broad barriers can be identified 

– access to finance (private and public),

limited opportunities to secure contracts,

the lack of suitable and affordable business

premises, deficiencies in existing business

support, and the neglect of international

trade opportunities. 

5.1 Access to finance
Access to business finance is critical for start-up, growth

(and in many cases the survival) of most businesses. Yet

according to LABS,37 just over a quarter of companies were

unable to invest sufficiently due to problems with securing

adequate finance. This barrier is particularly significant for

small companies (1-10 employees), and those recently 

established. Consequently, expensive methods of financing

such as credit cards and personal loans are often used by

these businesses. These problems are especially acute for

firms operating in areas where income streams are uncertain

or volatile, such as the life sciences, creative industries and ICT.

In general terms several major gaps in financing can 

be identified including the following: debt finance up to

£150,000, affecting the largest number of businesses, and

equity finance below £500,000 affecting a smaller number 

of businesses with high-growth potential; start-up capital for

inexperienced entrepreneurs; and seed capital for very early

stage commercialisation of intellectual property.38

The most common reason cited by businesses for their failure

to secure finance is a poor credit rating or the lack of security

as a guarantee. Moreover, many businesses appear to lack

knowledge about available help, for example in preparing a

financial plan or measuring the return on an investment.39

Understandably, then, levels of training and competency in

financial management were low and opportunities to combine

investment readiness programmes (linking management and

technology readiness) with additional financing, are generally

considered as a major requirement for SMEs.

Notwithstanding the difficulties experienced by many micro

businesses and SMEs in accessing finance, this research, in

common with other studies, found that BME-owned businesses,

regardless of sector, tend to have problems in obtaining

finance from banks and financial institutions.40 Unlike many

white-owned SMEs, however, these barriers tend to exist

throughout the lifecycle of most BME-owned businesses

often irrespective of size, sector or track record. For example, 
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37 London Development Agency and Business Link for London (2005), 

London Annual Business Survey 2004

38 Draft LDA Economic Development Strategy (LDA, 2004)

39 Draft LDA Economic Development Strategy (LDA, 2004)

40 See, for instance, ‘Ethnic Minorities and the High Street Bank’ 

(Curran and Blackburn, 1993)
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The research found that apart from the well documented

barriers relating to bureaucracy and complications of tendering

and other difficulties relating to accessing contracts, there was

a perception among many successful and established BME

entrepreneurs that the contract opportunities were not 

being made available to them, even though they had the

ability and capacity to successfully complete and deliver 

the relevant contracts.

Despite the fragmented nature of much of the research 

on this issue some of the difficulties faced by BME-owned

businesses that can be identified include: a lack of understanding

of the formal procurement process (public and private);

limited success in accessing tenders and information about

tendering opportunities; a lack of formal business systems,

such as quality and health and safety, that impact on tendering

thresholds; and limits in the capacity to deliver the range of

goods and services. 

A number of public funded initiatives have been established

to address these business concerns, such as the Phoenix

Development funded Fit to Supply programme, the Trade

Local initiative led by Haringey Council, and Business Link

for London’s Supply London programme.54 For BME-owned

businesses many lessons have been learned form these

programmes, such as the need for targeted training around

purchasing, procurement and tendering and the importance

of simplifying the tendering process. Leaving aside the

restrictions of EU and UK public procurement legislation in

terms of encouraging market opportunities for BME-owned

business, there is a clear sense of the need to engage with

both the supply- and demand-sides of the procurement

supply chain in order to facilitate greater access.55

Interestingly, the research highlighted that although much of

the current focus on contracting tends to concentrate on the

public sector, there remain opportunities to encourage supplier

diversity within the private sector. For example, drawing on

experience from the US, a number of large corporate concerns,

such as BT, have explored different mechanisms by which

they can improve access to their market opportunities by

BME-owned businesses. But given differences in economic 

models and legislative frameworks, there is some agreement

that lessons from the US need to be heavily circumscribed

when considered for the London context.56

5.4 Access to business premises
London is the most expensive place in the UK to set up and

run a business. Together with staffing costs, the high cost of

business premises presents a major barrier for most micro

businesses and SMEs.57

Although it is acknowledged that most micro businesses and

SMEs face barriers in the area, the research found that the

lack of access to suitable business premises (particularly

managed workspace and small, low-cost office accommodation)

continues to hold back ambitious BME-owned businesses,

particularly those seeking to move to the next stage of growth.

Although there are examples of public intervention in

support of business premises, for example through business

centres and technology parks, the research highlighted major

concerns among BME-owned businesses. Three broad areas

of concern can be identified: 

• there is a lack of affordable and accessible space for 

new and micro businesses in London

• many SMEs are unable to respond to upward 

pressures on rent

• there is a need for integrated business support 

providing affordable accommodation, mentoring,

management and workforce development, and 

innovation and technology training. 

The demand for premises from BME-owned businesses is

further complicated by factors such as sectoral requirements

(i.e. the type of space and facilities required against general

availability and location), their business and technology

support needs, the development stage of businesses, and

the availability and appropriateness of business support.

Clearly, then, there is a need for intervention at both a

practical level, such as looking at anchor tenant, guarantor

or purchaser issues, and in strategic terms – to facilitate and

take a regional view, for instance. Critically, how the private

sector is engaged with to create the necessary workspace,

together with business support for BME-owned businesses,

remains a central priority in London.
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54 See, for instance, www.fittosupply.net, www.trade-local.co.uk,

www.searchlocallink.com

55 The LDA has recently funded a Procurement Development Programme (PDP) to

meet some of the gaps in procurement support in the capital (see Section 7.2).

56 Minority Businesses and Corporate America: 12 months on (Ahson et al., 2003)

57 LDA 2003; Draft Strategy, Sustaining Success, Developing London’s Economy

3. A third factor cited by mainstream financial institutions

related to commercial judgements in their lending decisions

in order to mitigate risk. In this case, some BME entrepreneurs’

inability to provide collateral or security backing for a

loan, a poor track record with banks, and the unviable 

or undeveloped business plans/propositions of some

entrepreneurs, were all cited as reasons for a lack of success.

5.2 Access to public sector finance
Partly in response to the well documented barriers to finance

facing SMEs and BME-owned businesses in particular, a

number of government and public agency sources of finance,

which provide equity, short- and long-term funds, have been

launched – Community Development Finance Institutions 48

(CDFIs), Bridges Community Development Funds, Regional

Venture Capital Funds, Early Growth Funding Programme,

and the UK High-Technology Fund, for instance.

In addition, in 2003 the eligibility criteria for the Small Firms

Loan Guarantee Scheme (SFLGS) were expanded to include

retailing, catering and vehicle repair sectors; a single guarantee

level was also introduced, and the maximum turnover limit 

for service sector businesses was raised to £3 million per year.

The extension of the SFLGS49 was clearly a positive step in

widening financial support for BME-owned business as

previously it had excluded 93% of business sectors in which

BME-owned enterprises were active.

In the capital many of the government’s key access to

finance measures are channelled through the LDA. For

example, in 2003 the LDA and BL4L launched the ‘Access 

to Finance’ programme, starting with a Finance Readiness

initiative. Using a panel of private sector specialists, BL4L

provides expert advice to help businesses develop better

funding proposals and offer ongoing mentoring advice. A

loan programme of £10 million with a 40% private sector

contribution backs the finance readiness support. 

Furthermore, in London several successful CDFIs support

BME-owned businesses. For example, One London operates

a £2.8m London Business Loan fund (start-up and growth

funds) targeting SMEs and entrepreneurs that have been

rejected by mainstream lenders. Since its launch in March

2002, over 333 start-up loans have been made and, as a

result, nearly 500 jobs have been created, 61% of them from

BME communities. One London currently has over £1.5m

under management for Business Link for London. 

Similarly, the East London Small Business Centre (ELSBC),

mainly serving the London boroughs of Tower Hamlets and

Newham, operates start-up and growth funding of last resort

and mezzanine finance of up to £250,000. It has developed

several innovative access to finance programmes (it now

offers 18 loan funds) including a specific Muslim Loan fund

to overcome the issue of lending and interest. ELSBC also

operates an equity arm, ‘Go East Ventures’, specialising in

providing essential equity finance of up to £100,000 to

start-up and growth businesses. Given the ethnic breakdown

of the sub-region, ELSBC achieves high penetration rates

with 57% of its loans distributed to BME-owned businesses.

That noted, although there are improvements in the structuring

of access to finance support in London for BME-owned

businesses, given the persistent views of entrepreneurs gathered

for this research, this report raises question about the success in

the marketing of such measures. In particular the usefulness of

existing targets, such as a 20% penetration target for BL4L, is

brought into question.

5.3 Access to private and public sector contracts 
The competitiveness, growth and survival of businesses 

rely on their ability to compete for, and win, contracts.50

The public sector offers huge opportunities for most SMEs

irrespective of size or sector. In 2002-3 over £100 billion 

of contracts were placed in the public sector in the UK, of

which half were from local authorities.51 There is a growing

belief that SMEs generally are not maximising opportunities

made available through public procurement.52 And more

specifically, anecdotal evidence suggests that BME-owned

businesses are especially disadvantaged in the public

procurement market and are under-represented in the 

supply base of many public sector organisations.53
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48 Community Development Finance Initiatives (CDFIs) are private-sector

organisations that attract capital from private and public sources. Private sector

funds come from many sources: corporations, individuals, religious institutions,

and private foundations. Depository CDFIs, like community development banks

and community development credit unions, get capital from customers and

non-member depositors. CDFIs work in partnership with conventional financial

institutions to channel private investment into distressed communities, either

through direct investment in the CDFI or through coordination of lending,

investment, and other services.

49 A DTI-backed programme administered through the high street clearing banks.

The DTI guarantees the Bank lending where there is a viable business proposal

but insufficient collateral to secure the lending. The guarantee is normally 70%

of the lending advanced, but can be up to 85% in deprived areas. Certain trade

sectors are ineligible for support from the scheme.

50 Making Sense of Supply Chains (Ahson 2003); Procurement Stories 

(Ahson, 2004)

51 Public Sector Work Bonanza ( Sunday Times, 31 October 2004)

52 Competitive Procurement (Audit Commission, 2002)

53 Ethnic Minority Enterprise (Ram and Smallbone, 2001)
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Trade Partners UK have identified several barriers, such as

poor market information, which present particular hurdles for

smaller companies. Although the issues are different for medium

sized and larger businesses, clearly there is little reason to

link support on international trade issues to the size of a

business. That noted, from the research it is unclear whether

specific provision should be made for BME-owned businesses

in this area. Nevertheless, from the research several factors

need to be taken into account when maximising BME-owned

businesses connections. For instance, there is a need for

better promotion and raising awareness about the availability

of support and resources for international trade development.

In addition, there needs to be greater sensitivity to the effects

of knowledge gaps and difficulties encountered with ‘markets

at the other end’; that is, there needs to be a recognition

that building international partnerships and developing

international trade is time-consuming and resource-intensive.62

Nonetheless, there are examples of good practice funded by

the public sector – participation by BME-owned businesses

in trade missions organised in Croydon is now 70%.

Importantly, public funded proposals to assist BME-owned

businesses with international trading need to take into

account wider UK foreign policy initiatives, and evidently

must resonate with the wider aims of the Foreign and

Commonwealth Office (FCO).

5.7 Summary
This chapter has outlined several areas where BME-owned

businesses face barriers to development and growth. Other

issues, such as sectoral differences among BME-owned

businesses, have been omitted. The important point is that the

data gathered for this research supports many earlier findings

on developing the potential of BME-owned businesses. Given

that many of the barriers discussed have been in the public

domain for a number of years, important questions are raised

about the effectiveness of ongoing policy and business

support in addressing the concerns of BME entrepreneurs.

Before seeking to suggest ideas for addressing gaps in current

provision – the subject of Chapter 7 – it is important to

discuss and analyse further some of the findings from the

research in relation to BME-owned businesses and the

business support landscape in the capital.
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62 Part of this recognition needs to include the entry cost of exporting – 

crude estimates suggest it takes at least 12 months to start to see 

some return on investment.

5.5 Access to appropriate business support and advice
Underpinning this research has been the need to investigate

the access that different types of BME-owned businesses

have to appropriate business support (see Chapter 6). Key

areas, such as access to different types of finance and the

limited opportunities to secure contracts, have been described

above. And in many respects there is a consensus among

London’s business support community on the need to tackle

these concerns. 

But from the research it is important to highlight gaps in

other business support areas for BME-owned businesses. For

example, there remain deficiencies in ‘hard’ skills and technical

knowledge areas, such as ICT and e-commerce, intellectual

property and technology transfer and financial management

issues. In addition a large proportion of BME-owned businesses

(particularly those operating in the ethnic niche and traditional

sectors) also tend to be weak in ‘softer’ skills, such as customer

care and relationships, networking and human resource

management. Marketing and promotion is a major weakness

for a large proportion of BME-owned businesses. Traditionally,

BME-owned businesses promoted their products and services

without formal marketing planning, research or strategy; in

fact, from the research most BME-owned businesses have no

formal marketing staff, and lack formal business training.58

Inevitably there were differences between the businesses

surveyed by this research; determined mainly by their size,

stage of business development and ethnic ownership. Black

African and Black Caribbean-owned businesses tended to be

the most constrained by a lack of business and marketing

planning and human resources. They did however appear 

to make the best use of ICT and e-commerce, whereas

businesses owned by the Turkish community had a much

lower use of ICT. The research found examples of businesses

owned by the South and East Asian communities with the

resources to employ external consultants to improve their

business processes, such as the training of their sales force

and implementing Investors in People (IiP). Conversely Black

African and Black Caribbean-owned businesses typically

faced issues of access and affordability which limited their

use of external expertise to assist with planning and growth. 

The research, therefore, points to particular problems facing

BME-owned businesses in accessing appropriate business

support and advice. In an obvious sense, this finding raises

questions about access to available resources and the market

penetration of existing mainstream business support in these

areas. Moreover, there is a sense of a lack of suitable sector-

specific business support and advice addressing both traditional

and non-traditional sectors. This deficiency is also mirrored

in limitations in support for women-owned and young

entrepreneurs from BME communities.59

5.6 International trade and partnerships
The majority of businesses trade nationally; 60 the LDA’s

Annual Business Survey 61 supports this view, highlighting

that international trade is an important consideration to

fewer than 10% of London’s firms. The reasons for the low

percentage may reflect London’s relatively low share of

employment in traditional export sectors such as manufacturing.

However, although robust data are lacking, trade in goods

and services undoubtedly represents a significant share of

London’s wealth creation. The implication is that international

trade is important for relatively few firms and that these tend

to be larger companies. But the International Trade Strategy

for London, developed by Trade Partners UK, shows the

considerable number of London firms failing to exploit their

full international potential. 

Given the obvious cultural links BME-owned businesses may

have abroad, the potential for maximising international trade

opportunities must be considered by business support. In some

instances it is felt that it may be easier to achieve growth and

expansion in international markets than in the UK markets.

Although there are examples of BME-owned businesses that

are trading successfully internationally there could be greater

activity and even more success with appropriate business

support and training.
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58 Second generation BME-owned businesses, however, appear to have a better

understanding of branding, marketing, PR and advertising strategies.

59 In the US the number of BME women-owned businesses is estimated at 

1.3 million employing 680,000 staff and with a combined turnover of over

£1bn (Center for Women’s Business Research, 2002)

60 This varies between regions and within sub-regions and depends on the

definition of international trade being used. Croydon Chamber of Commerce,

for example, estimates that nearly two-thirds of the businesses it is in contact

with are trading internationally.

61 The London Annual Business Survey (LDA & BL4L, 2003)
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6.1.2 London Development Agency
Given the forthcoming transfer of the responsibility of 

BL4L to the LDA, the latter will have an even greater role 

in promoting business development and growth, efficiency,

investment and competitiveness. One of nine Regional

Development Agencies (RDAs) established to promote

economic development, the LDA is part of the London

Government and reports to the Mayor of London. It currently

invests tens of millions of pounds annually to support a range

of business support and growth initiatives as well as business

retention and inward investment programmes. Examples

include the business-led City Growth programmes, Inner City

Entrepreneurs Fund, the Procurement Development Programme

(PDP), Jumpstart, Regional Venture Capital Funds and 

Access to Finance programmes.

6.1.3 Other business support providers 
(Private sector and third sector organisations)
In addition to the publicly funded business support

organisations noted above it is important to recognise the

role of the private sector. The private sector includes the

main high street banks, other financial institutions, and

sources of equity and venture capital including business

angels. It also includes professional and business services,

such as accountants, solicitors, business consultants and

corporate finance advice. There are also, increasingly, a

number of private sector business support consultancies

targeting particular markets, such as women and BME-

owned businesses.

Moreover, there are a number of third sector organisations
that provide a valuable range of services to London’s SMEs

which often complement mainstream public sector programmes.

This sector comprises enterprise agencies such as One

London (formed as a result of a merger between Greater

London Enterprise and London Enterprise Agency in 2001),

East London Small Business Centre (ELSBC), or those that

focus on a specific borough, such as the Business Enterprise

Centre in the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham.

Their services include a range of business and finance advice,

managing business loan funds, and providing business

premises. These organisations also include strategic bodies,

such as the Federation of Small Business and Chamber of

Commerce, as well as BME-led business support organisations

including enterprise agencies, business networks, forums and

business clubs. 

Nevertheless, the research identified several weaknesses 

with the existing business support provision for BME-owned

businesses. For example, there is some sense that business

support arrangements for SMEs remains fragmented – the

LBSN has identified over 400 organisations offering some

form of business support and advice services in London 

with a combined annual spend of around £100 million.66 This

plethora of agencies and organisations has led to business

support agencies chasing the same funding programmes 

and providing similar services with varying quality. Moreover,

there remain gaps in delivery, such as the demand for support

from BME-owned businesses looking to expand on human

resources, regulation, winning contracts, and accessing finance.

Accordingly, the LDA is looking to coordinate business

support more effectively in the capital.

65 The KCBMEB is one of several BL4L Knowledge Centres. Its remit is to act as a

repository of good practice and bank of intelligence for business support

organisations in order to improve the understanding and engagement of BME-

owned businesses. The KCBMEB has gathered research data on African, Caribbean,

Turkish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Indian and Bangladeshi businesses and aspiring

entrepreneurs. In partnership with BME intermediaries and other stakeholders the

KCBMEB has participated on specific themes, pilots and sectors. A few examples of

areas covered include: international trade, procurement, Caribbean food,

franchising, hair, restaurants, BME women entrepreneurs and mentoring.

66 ‘Equipping London’s Small and Medium Sized Businesses to Grow’; London

Business Support Network Summary Action Plan 2003-2006 (LBSN, 2003)

The presence and importance of BME-

owned businesses to London’s economy

was described in Chapters 3 and 4. 

And yet, as highlighted in Chapter 5,

BME-owned businesses continue to face

barriers to business development and

growth. The funding and delivery of

business support is a matter of considerable

policy interest in the capital. Therefore, 

it is important to consider how existing

business support services in London are

meeting the needs of BME-owned

businesses and entrepreneurs. 

6.1 Public sector intervention
A significant level of public sector funding is concentrated

on business support in the capital – according to LDA estimates,

around £2 billion is spent annually by the main public sector

bodies on economic development and regeneration-related

activities. Over the past few years there have been concerted

efforts by the main regional economic development and

business support agencies to rationalise services and encourage

closer working between business support delivery agents. On

a national level the DTI, through its business support agency

the Small Business Service (SBS), has developed a strategic

framework for supporting the UK’s small business sector.63

This framework has seven core themes including building 

the capability of small business growth and improving access

to finance. In addition to promoting trade, enterprise and

competitiveness, it also oversees a number of finance and

business support programmes including the SFLGS (see

Section 5.2). Perhaps more importantly for BME-owned

businesses is how these forms of public intervention are

manifest on a regional level.

6.1.1 Business Link for London (BL4L)
In London business support activity funded by the SBS is

mainly through BL4L. Established in 2001 from the merger

of nine Business Link organisations, it currently provides

support to one in four businesses in the capital. BL4L works

within the Mayor’s Regional Economic Development Strategy

(EDS) and mirrors activities in the LDA’s priority sectors of

manufacturing, tourism and hospitality and creative industries.

BL4L is undergoing a process of service realignment in

preparation for the transfer of the management of the SBS

contract for business support to the LDA. Specifically, BL4L

resources will continue to work towards exiting from the direct

delivery of services. BL4L will concentrate upon brokering

services by matching the needs of clients to the quality

assured solutions available in the marketplace, including

those from BME communities. BL4L has developed a number

of initiatives to simplify business support provision and to

improve its service focus on BME-owned businesses. Two 

of these are the London Business Support Network (LBSN)64

and the Knowledge Centre for Black and Minority Ethnic

Businesses (KCBMEB)65.

6. Business support services
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63 Small Business and Government -The Way Forward (SBS, 2002) 70

64 LBSN is an informal network of the key organisations that either influence or

provide business support across all the boroughs of London. The LBSN currently

has over 300 members, including BL4L, LDA and local authorities. Its aim is to

create a simplified, customer-focused and clearly communicated system of business

support across the capital, which can be easily measured in terms of customer

satisfaction, market penetration, impact and value-for-money. This process has

been facilitated through LBSN members and delivery partners working towards

achieving the ‘Customer First’ quality standard, supported by the LDA. For further

information see ‘Equipping London’s Small and Medium Sized Businesses to Grow

– The London Business Support Network Action Plan 2003-2006’ (LBSN, 2003).
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creative industries. And the East London Small Business

Centre has considerable experience in delivering business

support programmes and loan funds, such as the Muslim

Loans Fund programme, targeted at the needs of BME-

owned businesses that, for religious reasons, are unable 

to access interest-bearing funds.

Often these organisations have an advantage over regional

mainstream national and regional business support agencies

in their provision of BME business support because they

tend to have better knowledge of the needs, barriers and

traditional markets of BME-owned businesses. In addition

because they are more likely to be located among BME

communities, they are more likely to have the trust of many

of the businesses from these communities. That noted, from

the research there was a clear sense that these organisations

were under-funded and did not receive core funding from

public sector agencies.

Given their importance in engaging with BME-owned

businesses in the capital opportunities to develop links 

with mainstream business support agencies, such as BL4L

and the LDA, remain. Leaving aside the problem of funding,

mainstream agencies should look at ways of improving

quality and seeing how these organisations can act as

intermediaries to other business support delivery. In addition,

the involvement of BME entrepreneurs – through representation

on management boards, for example – to ensure that

business support provision meets the needs of all of the

capital’s enterprise community may be useful. 

6.4 Summary
The brief description and assessment above reflect aspects

of the business support landscape and its relevance for

BME-owned businesses. This chapter has summarised

elements of business support in London and how they relate

to the needs of BME-owned businesses. Many specific points

come out of the discussion; for example, information on the

perceived barriers of BME-owned businesses to maximise

existing business resources. Furthermore, some of the areas

and concerns of BME-owned businesses have been

highlighted in relation to mainstream provision. 
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6.2 Provision of business support to 
BME-owned businesses
Although the above mentioned weaknesses and deficiencies

have an adverse impact on most SMEs, this research highlights

that BME-owned businesses (particularly those operating in

traditional ethnic niche markets) are especially affected. In

the main this is due to a lack of awareness and knowledge of

the availability of business support. Moreover, as outlined in

Chapter 5, BME-owned firms face additional barriers and

problems relating to adequate access and support from

mainstream support agencies, irrespective of whether these

businesses are operating in the ethnic niche market or

mainstream international growth sectors. In fact, there was 

a clear sense from the research that support from some

mainstream financial service providers was inaccessible even

for companies operating in mainstream and international

growth sectors. The research also found that this perception

extended to trade and business networks, such as local

Chambers of Commerce, the CBI, and the Institute of Directors;

that is, these bodies were perceived to be distant and

inaccessible and any attempts by them to recruit greater

numbers of BME-owned businesses had clearly not succeeded.

Mindful of these concerns, several reasons for why 

BME-owned businesses perceive that they are not receiving

sufficient support from mainstream business support agencies

and organisations can be identified. 

• A failure on the part of business support agencies 

to market services effectively to BME-owned businesses

and entrepreneurs;

• A lack of awareness and understanding by some 

business support organisations of the nature of some 

of the BME business sectors, particularly the traditional

ethnic niche sectors;

• The tendency of some BME-owned businesses to be

concentrated in sectors that have not been a priority for

business support organisations, in particular retailing; and

• On average BME-owned businesses are less established

than white-owned businesses, and may have fewer

resources to pay for business support services, whether

from the private or publicly supported sectors.

Interestingly, there was a broad consensus from the research

that the demise of government-funded BME-led enterprise

agencies in the 1990s (due partly to loss of government

funding), and the integration of BME business support into

the mainstream had led to a reduction of public investment

in business development for BME-owned firms.

Nonetheless, there are several business support organisations

in London that provide services to BME-owned businesses,

such as local enterprise agencies (see Section 6.3).

6.3 BME-led business support organisations and local
enterprise agencies
As part of assessing the effectiveness of business support

services on the different types of BME-owned firms, the

research looked at the relevance of dedicated business

support agencies for BME-owned businesses. London BME-

led enterprise agencies, such as the North London Business

Development Agency and Wandsworth Enterprise Agency,

established in the late 1980s under the Government’s Ethnic

Minority Business Initiative (EMBI), have all ceased operating

mainly due to a lack of funding. 

But in their place a number of ‘third’ sector BME-led or

focused enterprise organisations – for instance, African

Caribbean Business Network (ACBN), Asian Business Initiative

(ABi) and the Asian Business Network (ABN), and South

London Ethnic Minority Business Alliance (SLEMBA) – have

emerged to address deficiencies in mainstream business

support to BME-owned businesses. Moreover, BME-owned

businesses have also created their own business networks

and clubs to support each other and also to lobby mainstream

agencies for support for their business communities – for

example, Asian Business Network, Asian Business Association

(ABA), Dynamic Asian Women’s Network (DAWN), Black

Women Mean Business, European Federation of Black

Women Business Owners (EFBWO), Chinese Business

Association, and Turkish Business Association.

As noted above there are also a number of local enterprise

agencies that have developed best practice approaches and

initiatives and have made significant contributions to the

development of BME-owned businesses located in their 

area. For example, Haringey Business Development Agency

(HBDA) has helped to set up and support a number of high-

growth BME-owned businesses in North London. Similarly,

Harrow in Business has developed a number of successful

business development initiatives targeting the Indian and

South Asian business communities, such as ‘Break Out’ and

‘Changing Futures’. In addition, the Portobello Business

Centre has several programmes aiming to develop BME-

owned businesses, particularly in key sectors such as the

6. BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES AND BME-OWNED BUSINESSES
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including credit unions, loan funds, micro finance funds,

social banks and venture capital institutions. A growing

number of credit unions now cater for businesses and greater

awareness of the fiscal incentives in investing in CDFIs (such

as tax breaks) and their need for corporate and banking

sector support would accelerate this further. CDFIs will now

be able to raise wholesale funds which gives them greater

potential to finance growth businesses, particularly from

BME communities.

Building on the notion of maximising the skills and capacity 

of existing BME entrepreneurs (see Chapter 4), potential

business angels from BME communities should be encouraged

to join the lists of existing syndicates, such as the One London

Equity Fund. One London could also offer technical assistance

to BME communities that were seeking to formalise their

equity investments into syndicates. 

Finally, the research highlights the opportunity for the 

DTI to expand the number of banks and financial institutions

participating in the SFLGS (beyond the six mainstream

institutions currently lending over 90% of the total fund).

Here, mainstream business support organisations such as

BL4L can help increase awareness of the BME business

sector amongst lenders and institutions.

7.1.2 Public sector finance
In terms of public sector focus there is clearly a need to

maximise CDFIs and other available resources outlined above

(also see Section 5.2). But the research also signals the

need for improved levels of training and competency in

financial management for a proportion of BME entrepreneurs,

particularly those in the ethnic niche and traditional sector.

Existing business support 69 has recognised the need for such 

training to combine investment readiness programmes with

additional funding, ensure development of larger-scale best

practice and promote consistent and effective relationships

between major public and private sector intermediaries and

finance providers. 

In addition, the research highlights the importance of access

to finance provision having scale ability, connectivity and

links with business support. Moreover, the research points to

the need for greater coordination and marketing of existing

public and private sector finance initiatives in the capital.

Here, existing penetration targets of some publicly supported

finance initiatives 70 clearly do not reflect the demographic

and ethnic breakdown of the sub-regions they target.

Finally, this report suggests the duty of the public sector 

to challenge existing lending practices in both the private

and public sectors.71 In particular, how lending reflects

demographic and ethnic breakdown in the capital remains 

a major policy concern.

7.2 Private and public sector contracts 
As described in Section 5.3 the competitiveness, growth

and survival of businesses rely on their ability to secure

contracts. And yet there is a belief that SMEs, and BME-

owned businesses in particular, are not fully maximising

opportunities made available through private and public

sector procurement. 

69 The London Annual Business Survey (LDA & BL4L, 2003)

70 For BL4L it is around 20%.

71 Some of the major banks are still unwilling to disclose this information on the

basis of commercial confidentiality.

Ali Dirik, owner of Mangal Ocakbasi restaurant in Stoke Newington. Photo courtesy Mustafa Cetinkaya

There is a general consensus that business

support for BME-owned businesses in the

capital is improving – service delivery is

being coordinated and closer working

links between major stakeholders and

organisations, such as the LBSN, are being

encouraged. In addition, BL4L is now

being reorganised to make its services

even more accessible and demand-led.

But as described in Chapter 5 BME-owned

businesses continue to face barriers to

their development and growth. Addressing

these barriers has naturally been the focus

of considerable business/economic policy

and service delivery interest. Chapter 6
presented an examination of existing

business support services in relation 

to meeting the needs of BME-owned

businesses and entrepreneurs. In this

chapter, the focus switches to identifying

further measures to enhance business

support for BME-owned businesses.

7.1 Access to start-up and growth finance
As described in Section 5.1, BME-owned businesses

continue to face problems in accessing finance. Although

many SMEs generally are unable to invest sufficiently due to

problems with securing adequate finance, for many BME-owned

businesses these problems are especially acute. Worryingly, this

research also confirms that these problems remain throughout

the lifecycle of the BME-owned business – from start-up to

sustainability – and are compounded by both sectoral factors

and perceptions among many BME entrepreneurs that they

receive less favourable treatment from the banking sector 

and other mainstream lending organisations. Examples can 

be identified of how these problems have been addressed in

both the private and public sectors.

7.1.1 Private sector finance
In terms of private sector finance the research points to the

need for banks, venture capital and business angel networks

to make their lending and investment criteria more easily

understood and transparent. Here more imaginative responses

by the financial services industry need to be explored, such

as creating widespread ‘soft loan’ products across mainstream

banks that fall outside strict lending criteria.67 Furthermore,

there is a need to formalise the practice of unofficial

fundraising and capital-creation networks within some 

BME communities, such as the greater encouragement of

community-based loan and investment funds, using the

CDFI model.68 CDFIs come in a variety of intermediary forms, 

7. Potential measures for
supporting the development
and growth of London’s
BME-owned businesses
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67 For example, the ELSBC has created a scheme, ‘Is the Account Open’, which asks

the question of lending institutions, ‘who will make it easy?’ for the new business

to open account facilities. In a competitive environment the banks tend to respond.

68 It is estimated that CDFIs control capital of between £250 million and £500

million within the UK (in America, their value in 1999 was £5.4 billion). Their

advantage is that the investment normally comes with business support and

advice, and investors can be flexible in their lending criteria.
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Mindful of this, the research points to the need to link 

the provision of business premises for people from BME

communities to the provision of business support. As noted

earlier, examples of combining workspace and business

support needs exist – SEEDA’s network of ‘enterprise hubs’

and creative focused work-space areas in Hoxton, for instance.

But to combine these needs effectively, the research points 

to the need to ensure that business support agencies include

workspace as a distinct theme in their sector and business

support strategies, as well as give consideration to the net

economic gains of the provision of business premises support

to BME-owned businesses.

The need for mechanisms to underwrite or reduce the costs

of early stage work involved in developing workspaces for

BME-owned businesses was identified. These mechanisms

might include joint venture arrangements; providing funding

to underwrite letting risks during the period when developers

are building up to sustainable occupancy rates; bringing

forward public sector-owned sites at affordable rates; and

assistance with site assembly and joint ventures between the

public and private sector. More practically, the availability of

workspace to BME-owned businesses is also seen to take into

account distinct sectoral features and a 2-stage incubator

process (start-up and growth). Above all the engagement of

the private sector remains central to providing suitable space

for London’s BME-owned businesses.

7.4 Business support and advice
7.4.1 Mainstream business support
A common theme throughout this report has been the need

to improve service delivery by mainstream business support

organisations. The BL4L reorganisation and the transfer of

the business support contract to the LDA provide an

opportunity for improvements to be made (see Section 6.1.1).

In particular, the opportunity to move from the ad hoc way

in which much mainstream business support is provided to

BME-owned businesses to a more integrated approach is

clear; for instance, BL4L now has the opportunity to assess

its sectoral focus on both growth and traditional sectors,

such as food and catering, hair and beauty, retailing, building

and construction, which characterise many BME-owned

businesses (see Chapter 2). 

The research, however, does not demonstrate the need for 

a dedicated BME enterprise support agency; instead, greater

coordination is suggested through pan-London BME business

support activity. This approach would bring together the range

of stakeholders – policy makers, service delivery partners, and

businesses – and develop further the capacity of the capital’s

business support network to meet the varying needs and

types of BME-owned businesses. Moreover, this approach

would facilitate the dissemination of best practice, regionally,

nationally and internationally. 

In addition, the research points to the need for a dedicated

focus for BME women-owned businesses (see Section 5.5
and Appendix 7). Examples of mainstream recognition and

support for female entrepreneurs already exist, such as the

National Strategic Framework for Women’s Enterprise.73 Some

of its recommendations included: ensuring a gender balance

in mentoring programmes; creating more women-friendly

business incubator schemes; and establishing grants and

loans schemes aimed at women using micro credit or 

CDFI funding initiatives, ensuring the development of part-

time businesses. Although the Framework largely ignored

BME female entrepreneurs, three specific measures for

implementation can be identified. First, the opportunity to

strengthen existing BME female entrepreneurs’ networks 

and business development organisations, such as EFBWO

and DAWN, should be considered (see Section 6.3). 

Second, it is important to ensure that adequate and

appropriate childcare facilities for business support customers

exist, especially within the New Deal framework to ease the

transition from unemployment for women entrepreneurs.

Third, the research highlights the opportunity to exploit new

ICT in promoting remote learning access courses – for instance,

in partnership with UK Online and Learndirect – to increase

the availability and flexibility of business and management

skills training programmes.
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73 National Strategic Framework for Women’s Enterprise (DTI Women’s Unit, 2003)

Although the research recognises that some BME-owned

businesses may already contribute to delivering goods and

services to a range of public and private sector bodies, there

was a sense that this evidence was anecdotal. Nevertheless,

there was agreement on the need for BME-owned business

involvement to be expanded – a number of difficulties facing

BME-owned businesses, such as a lack of understanding of

the formal procurement process (public and private), and

limited success in accessing tenders and information about

tendering opportunities, have been identified.

The research has outlined a number of public funded initiatives

established to address these business concerns, such as the

Phoenix Development funded Fit to Supply programme, the

Trade Local initiative led by Haringey Council, and Business

Link for London’s Supply London programme. Although

there was some appreciation of the restrictions of EU and

UK public procurement legislation to discriminate in favour

of BME-owned businesses, there was agreement on the

need to continue to work with both suppliers and

purchasers. The PDP 72 – although still in its research phase –

was highlighted as a means by which further support could

be provided to BME-owned businesses on the public sector

procurement process.

Crucially, there is recognition of the successes of ongoing

delivery and the opportunity to build on existing knowledge.

Here the range of stakeholders involved in providing specialist

procurement support needed to maintain a dialogue. In

particular, the research points to the need for systematic

work with a range of public purchasers, such as the Greater

London Authority (GLA) group, to facilitate greater

opportunities for BME-owned businesses. In addition, the

research notes the possibility for further promotion of BME-

owned businesses through the legislative framework, such as

the Race Relations Amendment Act (2000), which promotes

a general duty to promote race equality, and Best Value

(Local Government Act 1999), which creates new opportunities

to promote local economic development. 

Importantly, the research also emphasises the need to

engage more effectively on supplier diversity within the

private sector. Further development of master-vendor and

framework agreements and the unbundling of contracts to

encourage the use of more SMEs to promote innovation

were identified. However, the full-scale adoption of supplier

diversity models of support from the US needed to be qualified

when considered for London’s BME-owned businesses.

7.3 Affordable business premises
The need for affordable premises by BME-owned businesses

is similar to those faced by all SMEs at start-up and the critical

growth phases. This research has found that the majority of

BME-owned businesses are smaller in size, turnover and

profitability, which therefore makes the problem of access

and transitioning to grow-on premises more acute. The focus

groups and interviews revealed that acquiring commercial

premises was a major barrier and there was evidence that

BME-owned business were not accessing existing mainstream

premises such as business incubators. The latter can be related

to availability, lack of awareness and to some extent location. 

A separate BME premises provision strategy is not tenable,

but given the importance of location to all SMEs, one way of

meeting the premises needs of BME businesses is to develop

a geographically based approach. That is, ensuring that

sufficient space is developed in areas where a high

proportion of the population is made up of BME communities,

thereby increasing availability. The development of space

should be well marketed to BME communities, take account

of specific premises needs, such as sectoral requirements,

business and technology support needs, grow-on space, 

and the availability of appropriate business support. 
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72 The LDA-funded Procurement Development Programme (PDP) is a 3-year

initiative that seeks to create opportunities for SMEs to access the contracts

offered by major public sector and statutory bodies within London. The main

beneficiaries will be small and medium sized businesses driven by people from

BME backgrounds. It will work closely with the GLA family group of organisations

to develop an in-depth profile of their respective procurement practices, to

identify how these organisations can shape their strategies to promote inclusion.
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The focus on encouraging growth among successful 

BME-owned businesses does not preclude support for 

new business creation, which is important for both local 

jobs and the churn that helps to keep the region’s economy

competitive. Moreover, this focus does not mean the neglect

of the wider social exclusion agenda and the need to support

disadvantaged BME communities. 

7.5 Coordination of information, data and research 
It has been shown that there is some duplication of research

activities and resources on information and data in relation

to BME-owned businesses. Therefore, the need was

identified for greater coordination of these resources. In

particular, better coordination was needed between the

commissioning of research from government departments,

regional development agencies, local authorities and other

third sector bodies (including educational institutions). This

coordination is also thought to extend to the research carried

out by industry and commercial intermediaries with interests

in gathering data on sectors and communities. In short, the

major aim is to end the pattern of over-research, duplication

of effort and the repetition of data and findings that

contribute little in policy and practical terms. 

Despite the danger of duplication of research and data on

BME-owned businesses, there remained several gaps. In

particular, there is a lack of suitable up-to-date baseline data

on business performance, trends and analysis of the key

market sectors for BME-owned businesses. Accordingly, the

need to use research to identify the current BME development

issues (new and emerging) and incorporate them into

business support intervention was recognised as crucial.

In particular, an argument was made for the collection and

dissemination of research by a single coordinating body

which is linked into a range of national and regional research

and policy-focused activities, including the London Annual

Business Survey. The opportunity to gather suitable data

from the LBSN to better understand the developmental

needs of BME-owned businesses was again pointed out. 

7.6 International trade and partnerships
Despite the obvious cultural links BME-owned businesses

may have abroad, the research shows that the majority are

failing to exploit the potential for international trade (see

Section 5.6). In part this can be explained by London’s

relatively low share of employment in traditional export

sectors such as manufacturing. But it is important to note

from the research that awareness among BME entrepreneurs

of support to facilitate international trade is limited. 

In a general sense there is a need to better coordinate services

for promoting international trade opportunities. This should

include better mechanisms for tracking and filtering down

information about international trade development services,

and opportunities for BME-owned businesses to bid

independently or collaboratively for market opportunities. 

In addition, closer links need to be established between

BME-owned businesses and the specialist agencies in London

responsible for promoting and implementing international

trade and development programmes. The opportunity to tackle

the issue of access to export finance should also be exploited,

while recognising the different experience of second and

third generation BME entrepreneurs. Specifically, then, as

well as better coordination of information and marketing of

resources, more tailored support and delivery through BME

intermediaries should be explored, based on piloting.

In parallel, opportunities for BME-owned business to maximise

international trade links should be linked into wider partnership

agreements. The research points to obvious links with business

support agencies in other countries through UK foreign policy

initiatives, such as those pursued by the FCO. Moreover,

BME-business networks can also be used to encourage

collaboration in international partnership initiatives (see

Section 6.3). Such partnerships could develop two-way

trade opportunities as well as share best practice, such as 

on franchising, and licensing. Interestingly, although links

with the US appear to be increasingly well-established by

BME entrepreneurs,78 opportunities afforded through the

expansion of the European Union (EU) must not be ignored.
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78 For example, with the Minority Business Development Association (MBDA),

which is part of the US Department of Commerce, and aims to foster the

establishment and growth of BME-owned businesses in the US.

Opportunities for young BME entrepreneurs also need to be

enhanced (see Section 5.5 and Appendix 8). Few would

doubt the changing nature of work,74 and the ‘entrepreneurial

renaissance’ being led by young BME entrepreneurs. In fact,

there already exists a range of intervention and initiatives

aimed at supporting young entrepreneurs.75 For young BME

entrepreneurs, however, the research shows a need to

coordinate opportunities between local, regional and national

programmes ensuring that BME communities are made 

aware of existing opportunities and support mechanisms.

Moreover, this coordination should link into universities and

business schools to support graduates, particularly in the

area of innovation and high growth start-ups. Additionally,

links should be established between mainstream business

support organisations and Jobcentre Plus, using regional

New Deal arrangements, to ease the transition from

unemployment to self-employment for young people.

7.4.2 BME-led networks and markets
Although this research does not advance the need for a

dedicated BME-led enterprise support agency it has highlighted

the opportunity to strengthen the business support

infrastructure through BME business support networks (see

Section 6.3). Mechanisms to develop these networks should

be considered – for instance, providing resources and advice

to help build the networks’ asset base of business members;

improving their range of services to members; helping to

improve their management, structure and sustainability;

encouraging cross-working and collaboration between

networks; and encouraging affiliations to trade associations

and other mainstream business support networks. 

Examples of best practice in the development of such

networks through public intervention already exist, such as

the African Caribbean Business Network (ACBN). However,

the research also recognises that the strengthening of such

networks must be inclusive and involve the full range of BME

communities across the capital. Given London’s diversity in its

business population, greater coordination of support is

therefore needed.76

7.4.3 Developing BME-owned businesses with 
growth potential 
It is generally accepted that businesses with high growth

potential make a disproportionate contribution to the

prosperity and economic growth of a region.77 Clearly not 

all businesses want to grow. But this raises a dilemma for the

public sector, namely whether to ‘pick winners’ for support 

in the BME business community. In broad terms, the research

does not support the selection of target sectors or the

segmenting of the market, mainly because of difficulties in

prescribing market success. Nonetheless, it does suggest that

greater targeting is appropriate to support businesses that

can promote certain productivity, employment, social and/or

environmental goals. 

Attempts to encourage business formation and ownership

have increased entrepreneurial activity, although many 

BME-owned businesses remain small. Therefore, assisting the

long-term prosperity of BME-owned businesses and maximising

their contribution to London’s economy requires specific

support. From the research areas for intervention, such as

access to mentoring, training and consultancy support to

bridge gaps in essential management skills, competencies

and resources, can be identified. This support needs to be

flexible and suitably resourced. Importantly, this support

needs to work alongside mainstream business intervention

targeting high growth firms, such as BL4L and the Inner City

100 Entrepreneurs’ Fund (see Section 7.1.1).
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76 The creation of the West Midlands Minority Business Forum (WMBF),

supported by Advantage West Midlands and the Birmingham Chamber of

Commerce, highlights a means by which such networks can help prioritise BME

business needs. The KCBEMB has begun to map existing BME (business)

support networks in London.

77 ‘Enterprise Britain: a modern approach to meet the Enterprise Challenge’, HM

Treasury November 2002

74 A Review of Enterprise and the Economy in Education (Howard Davies, 2002)

75 Enterprise Insight works with partner organisations to develop links between

businesses and schools; Youth Enterprise runs a mini-company scheme in schools

where each year companies make real profits and losses; the Prince’s Trust offers

business start-up advice and mentoring, low-interest loans and grants to 14 

to 30-year-old disadvantaged entrepreneurs; the Business Volunteer Mentors

Association has almost 1,000 volunteers from the business community providing

mentoring for start-up and early stage companies; and Livewire and STEPS runs

an annual young entrepreneur award scheme and provides graduates with

experience of working with large companies.



APPENDIX 1 – METHOD STATEMENT

The original Invitation to Tender set out the following as the

broad objectives of the research: 

• define (or redefine) BME enterprises;

• establish a baseline of London’s BME enterprise community

by providing a comprehensive profile of BME-owned

businesses across London;

• identify the level of London’s successful BME entrepreneurs

and small, medium and micro businesses, particularly those

operating in mainstream and international growth sectors;

• establish the contribution of London’s BME-owned

businesses to its economy;

• assess the barriers to the establishment, survival and

growth of BME-owned businesses across London;

• identify opportunities for their further growth and

development in terms of improving productivity,

improving market share and increasing employment;

• assess the support provided to London’s BME businesses

in terms of the suitability of existing support networks in

London; and

• provide the basis of a robust and practical framework

(Action Plan) allowing the LDA, and its partners, to

develop joint and coherent business support strategies

and programmes to support growth and growth potential

BME-owned firms.

Although the overall objectives of the research remained the

same, some modifications were suggested and discussed

with the LDA. These included:

• some of the quantitative data gathered and 

presented would be best estimates and, therefore, 

would be subject to error;

• a recognition that the interviewees contacted for the

qualitative aspect of the research could not be described

as statistically representative of BME businesses,

although they would be sufficiently diverse to reflect 

a range of interests;

• because of the method of recruiting interviewees the

data would be weighted towards businesses that were

actively receiving business support; and 

• given the variation in focus on different BME

communities the data gathered on the profile of BME

business communities needed to be treated as indicative

rather than definitive. 

A variety of research methods were employed during this

research project and the production of the report, including

the following:

• in-depth desk research involving literature, policy and

document reviews, and web research.

• qualitative review of key issues for BME-owned businesses

through the use of expert panels. Two expert panels, made

up of key actors involved in both BME and mainstream

business support and research, investigated the extent of

existing knowledge on BME businesses and gaps in the

research. The panels also tested the methodologies and

one-to-one interview templates for the research.

• twelve one-to-one interviews with business support

providers and intermediaries. An interview template was

created by the research team and piloted with the LDA.

Some of the issues covered during the interviews

included identifying the scale and scope of existing BME

business support and the links into mainstream activities

(see Appendix 2 for interview template). The one-to-one

interviews were supplemented with telephone research

and brief consultations with several organisations working

specifically with BME businesses in the capital.
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7.7 Summary
Six important themes that help frame the research on

possible measures to enhance business support for BME-

owned businesses have been described in this chapter. Many

other issues relevant for BME entrepreneurs, such as the

emergence of new EU anti-discrimination labour legislation

or new regulation in key sectors, such as food manufacturing,

have been fully covered. Nonetheless, three important points

can be drawn from the above information. 

1. Although much of this analysis is based on a fairly limited

body of primary research it has not highlighted any major

differences from informed opinion on the issues. For

example, the problem of improving access to finance

continues to be a major feature of discussions on business

support for BME-owned businesses and SMEs generally.

2. It is important to recognise that the potential measures

are not exhaustive; they must be considered as part of

ongoing development of BME-business support in

London, and new and improved measures will emerge.

Crucially, it is important to appreciate wider drivers for

change – economic, political, social and technological, 

for example – that may impact upon the developmental

trajectories of BME-owned businesses.

3. The fundamental aim of this chapter, and research 

more generally, is making recommendations – these are

outlined in the section entitled ‘Issues for business and

economic development policy and practice’ at the

beginning of this report.

7. POTENTIAL MEASURES FOR SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT AND
GROWTH OF LONDON’S BME-OWNED BUSINESSES
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APPENDIX 1 – METHOD STATEMENT

Figure A1:1 Sample sizes for different ethnicities of
business owners from LABS

Source: LABS 2004
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TOTAL WHITE 2675

TOTAL BLACK 181
BLACK – BRITISH 40

BLACK – CARIBBEAN 32

BLACK – AFRICAN 58

BLACK – OTHER 9

MIXED – WHITE/BLACK CARIBBEAN 29

MIXED – WHITE/BLACK AFRICAN 13

TOTAL ASIAN 519
ASIAN – BRITISH 100

ASIAN – INDIAN 136

ASIAN – PAKISTANI 44

ASIAN – BANGLADESHI 11

ASIAN – OTHER 63

ASIAN – CHINESE 20

ASIAN – JAPANESE 12

MIXED – WHITE ASIAN 87

EAST ASIAN 14

WEST ASIAN 32

TOTAL OTHER 165
MIXED – OTHER 113

OTHER 52

• in-depth interviews with 60 London-based BME

entrepreneurs. The businesses were drawn from samples

provided by the expert panels and business support

intermediaries interviewed during the research.

Representing a range of ethnicities and equally divided

between men and women, the target businesses were

selected on the basis of sector, location in London, and

growth (see Appendix 3 for a breakdown of businesses).

Using an interview template (see Appendix 2) comprising

both open and closed questions areas investigated

included cultural, social and community influences on

establishing a business, outline of business history, overall

performance and outlook, and barriers to growth.

• six focus groups were undertaken with 36 businesses.

These focus groups investigated further some of the

issues discussed in the one-to-one interviews. In particular,

the quality of business support provided to London’s

BME-owned businesses, and suggestions for improved

service delivery were examined. In addition, the opportunity

of establishing a new agenda for growth among BME-owned

businesses was also explored. 

• international comparison: with USA (New York & Atlanta),

Caribbean (Jamaica) and Asia (India). This included review

of available evidence as well as electronic consultation with

experts from around the world on BME enterprise issues.

• a dissemination seminar was conducted with major

stakeholders in London and a number of presentations 

to wider audiences.

• as part of the research revision the bulk of the

quantitative data in the draft final report (which were

based on best estimates) were replaced with new and

more robust quantitative data from the 2004 London

Annual Business Survey (LABS). 

The bulk of the data were gathered over the May-August

2002 period. The original draft of the report was produced in

November 2002 and revised in line with the development of

the LDA led Action Plan for BME-owned businesses over the

December 2004 – February 2005 period.

• The Action planning process involves a full consultation

with representatives of the London business community,

stakeholders and a wider audience to inform decisions on

the ‘Redefining BME Businesses’ Action Plan and the

finalisation of its priorities. 

• It involves establishing six specialist teams/think tanks

which will work up sub sections of the Action Plan based

on the themed recommendations from the research. The

Action Plan will be based on priorities and market

intervention needs. The think tanks include team members

from Government Office for London, Small Business

Service, One London, Federation of Small Businesses,

Kingston University, Croydon Chamber of Commerce,

London and Metropolitan University, UK Trade and

Investment (UKTI ), Chinese Takeaway Association,

London First and a number of local enterprise agencies

and business network organisations.

• A seventh team – the Action Group – will oversee 

the convergence of the six sub themes into a single 

pan-London Action Plan and will prioritise deliverables

in terms of groups, budget/spend, regions and activities.

The London Annual Business Survey 2004
LABS is a survey and so is subject to sampling error. While a

random sampling framework maximises the probability that

the sample is representative of the wider population, the fact

that the information comes from a sample and not the total

population means that there is a risk that the estimates of

any particular sample parameter are different from the

population (true) parameters. 

What this means in practice is that a parameter such as 

the turnover for e.g. Black-owned businesses is estimated at

around £10 billion from the sample (which in this case was

181 businesses). With this particular sample size and for this

particular question (turnover) there is a standard error of around

£0.6 million. For the total turnover of all Black-owned businesses,

the corresponding range for a 95% confidence interval is £9-£12

billion. Clearly, this is a very wide range. For larger sample sizes,

e.g. for larger groups, such as all BME businesses, the confidence

intervals are likely to be smaller, but for smaller sub-groups,

e.g. Turkish-owned businesses, the confidence intervals may

be so large as to make any estimate statistically unreliable.

For a full discussion of the standard errors associated with the

LABS results see the publication ‘The London Annual Business

Survey 2003’ (available on the LDA website). Figure A1:1

shows the sample sizes from LABS of the main ethnic groups

used in this report:

APPENDIX 1 – METHOD STATEMENT
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APPENDIX 3 – BREAKDOWN OF BUSINESSES INTERVIEWED

The average age of businesses in the sample of companies

chosen for the in-depth interviews and focus groups was 8.5

years (1-25 year range). The combined total turnover of the

businesses chosen was over £120 million, employing around

1,000 people. Companies surveyed had an average turnover of

£2 million and employed an average of 15 staff. The spread of

sectors included information technology, glass manufacturing,

food production, wine and beer, international freight services,

Internet, creative arts and media (see Figure A3:1).

Figure A3:1 Sector breakdown of sample of interviews Figure A3:2 Ethnic breakdown of sample of interviews 
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African 17%

Caribbean 29%

Indian 20%

Bangladeshi 3%

Chinese 7% 

Turkish 17%

Pakistani 7%

Business S
Services 22%

InformationS
Technology 10%

Print &S
Publishing 3%

Media 18%

Retail 3%

Manufacturing 10%

InternationalS
Trade 18%

FoodS
Production 7%

InternationalS
Freight 3%

Creative Services 3%

Drink & BeveragesS
Production 3%

Summary interview template for business support
providers and intermediaries

Section 1: Organisation and contact details

Section 2: Structure and scope of organisation activities

Section 3: Data and information management

Section 4: Marketing of services to London’s BME businesses

Section 5: Viewpoints on the BME business 

support environment

Section 6: Collaboration and networking of information

Summary interview template for businesses

Section 1: Biography, education and qualifications

Section 2: Cultural, social and community influencers

Section 3: Business history, performance and outlook

Section 4: Barrier analysis

Section 5: Strength of business networks

Section 6: Business attitude and approach

APPENDIX 2 – INTERVIEW TEMPLATES
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APPENDIX 4 – ESTABLISHING A BASELINE

Unfortunately, the proliferation of organisations has led to the

creation of a wide range of different, sometimes overlapping

and often inconsistent, databases that might help their

particular communities but add little to a substantive database

for the entire BME enterprise community.

The lack of reliable data complicates research into such

contrasting issues as failure and survival, growth rates, sources

of finance, the potential for BME-based portfolio entrepreneurs

and the emergence of BME-based business angels. This is

particularly true if the aim is to move beyond snapshots to

fuller pictures of a dynamic and changing community.

The need for a database
Although serious problems exist when using existing data

and assessing the potential contribution of a new initiative, a

database remains essential. The contribution of the London

Employer’s Survey cannot be understated. 

There is general agreement that under-reporting exists,

especially on estimates of employment and turnover, but

little evidence of its scale. Without reliable, good quality

data, it is impossible to plan for replacement rates, assess 

the best form of support, where it should be directed, or 

to tackle any one of the many macro and micro issues that

shape the health of the BME enterprise sector. 

The difficulties are made worse by the major changes taking

place within the BME enterprise community. The impact of

policies and balance between smaller companies, the self-

employed, micro businesses and the role and nature of the

voluntary sector is even harder to assess without reliable data.

The lack of consistency has implications for major policy issues

in education, training, property and other support. A continuous

BME database would allow for much better policy formulation

and systematic follow-up and subsequent analysis of policies.

Sources
Sources for this study range from those available through 

the National Data Archive at Exeter University through to

the Office of National Statistics. The consistent mining of

this data will provide important insights into the development

of London’s BME enterprise community, especially on a local

basis. It will, however, require supplementation by locally

collected data, gathered in a consistent format. 
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At the heart of this study lies the effort to produce a precise

baseline of London’s BME enterprise communities for the

planning and development of future business support

strategies and programmes for BME-owned enterprises. Any

attempt to provide this information in London (or elsewhere

in the UK) faces major difficulties. Some of these difficulties

are hard to avoid. These include the rapid rate of change in

the BME enterprise population and the reluctance of key

groups to provide hard data to public or private researchers.

It soon became clear that many of the gaps should (and

could) be filled. Other researchers have commented on the

need for better, more reliable and continuous data. The 

three most authoritative sources – the Bank of England,

Small Business Service and the Central Statistical Office –

acknowledge the challenge posed by the fact that statistics

on BME-owned businesses ‘are not collected by any official

source on a regular basis.’ 79 The Small Business Service

acknowledges the same weakness when it highlights the

‘inadequacy of existing databases’ on the BME enterprise

community.80 The same study acknowledged that even where

data was said to exist, ‘it appeared to be vague or indirect in

that it was effectively drawn from the Census, simply describing

the size of the ethnic minority population in the area.’

A good example can be seen in the analysis of the Small

Business Service Household Survey. The data provided

suggests that young Black Caribbean males are much more

likely to be serious about starting their own business than

any other sub-group. We know, however, from other sources

that Black Caribbean men have a relatively low rate of

business ownership. Without a reliable, good quality

database (particularly one with time-series data), it is

impossible to know whether this data reflects a real change

in expectations and behaviour, or whether Black Caribbean

men have always reported that they are more serious but

have not converted those intentions to action. 

The implications of both for policy are profound.

Organisations like the LDA or BL4L need to know whether

they need a support programme to create interest in (and

awareness of) entrepreneurial opportunities to persuade

young Black men to consider starting their own business, or

one to help those who want to start their own businesses to

convert their desire into action.81 Similar dilemmas recur

across the policy agenda. 

This lack of quality data was a recurrent theme in the expert

panels that took place as part of this project. Participants

noted: 

• a lack of information on the real nature of the BME

enterprise community

• concerns about the quality and relevance of the data available

• the failure to develop new or potential sources of 

reliable data

• definitional difficulties

• the need for strategies for establishing and maintaining

the database.

The same panels highlighted a related issue: the weaknesses

in the data sets held by existing intermediary organisations. 

The problem of sources
There are a large number of organisations working with and

for the BME enterprise community. The project team identified

around 200 such organisations in London, excluding national

bodies whose remit includes BME businesses. There are many

ways in which they can be analysed; for example, by locality

and speciality. iHilal (UK) Ltd, for example, is a highly

specialised organisation that works with UK Muslims who 

are seeking to invest their money in accordance with Islamic

Shari’ah and to offer Islamic investment products. Other

groups are much wider in their remit, with the Black Londoner’s

Forum acting as a voice for all ‘Black minority ethnic

Londoners’ and the Association of Minority Contractors

representing a wide-ranging business community. 

APPENDIX 4 – ESTABLISHING A BASELINE
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79 The Financing of Ethnic Minority Firms, Bank of England, London, 1999 

80 Ethnic Minority Enterprise: Policy in Practice, M Ram and D Smallbone, Small

Business Service, London, 2001

81 Based on the well known AIDA – Awareness, Interest, Desire and Action –

behaviour change model.



APPENDIX 5 – A PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONAL BME-OWNED BUSINESS
LIFESTYLE TYPOLOGY 

Radicals in the past were predominantly female but 

increasing numbers of younger men fit into this sector. 

These entrepreneurs link a wish to adopt innovative, often

more open management or leadership styles, with interest in

new products, markets and forms of business organisation. A

significant number challenge situations which they believe

disadvantage them. Many see London’s political and cultural

uniqueness as a crucial factor in their choice 

of business location.

Survivors are perhaps the largest group of BME

entrepreneurs especially in traditional business sectors 

and locations. Their ventures operate at a minimum level 

of viability and are extremely vulnerable to shifts in the

economic or business climate. Despite these difficulties, they

often operate for many years and can be especially hostile to

attempts by younger generations to exit the business.

Traditionalists are the archetypal BME-owned business

where the venture is built around close family or social

networks, in traditional business sectors and employing old

management styles.

New Traditionalists (Mode A) include BME business

owners who have moved into new business sectors, but are

often linked with traditional sectors. A good example would

be those successful entrepreneurs moving into volume

production of traditional foods, often using advanced

technologies, for sale to supermarkets. Another group is the

young designers using traditional forms and styles, linked to

new materials and thinking to reach new markets.

New Traditionalists (Mode B) stay in traditional business

sectors, but employ new management methods and styles to

transform the business or the sector. 

The longer-term potential of these different groups varies.

Analysis in terms of Growth (High and Low) and Risk (High

and Low) shows how this potential can be plotted (see

Figure A5:1)

Figure A5:1 The potential for Growth by Lifestyle Model
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GROWTH

RISK

High

Low

High Low

Survivors

Elite Innovators

Radicals

Mainstreamers
New Economy

Gurus

Networkers

New Traditionalists
Mode B

New Traditionalists
Mode A

Cosmopolitans

Creative Portfolio
Entrepreneurs

Traditionalists

Mainstreamers
Old Economy

Redefining the BME enterprise communities in London 

to account for issues of size, location, sector and legal form is

unlikely to overcome objections to the current language and

approach to defining the BME-owned enterprise population.

This is especially important as internal dynamics within the

population, especially those associated with age, gender,

personal aspirations and experiences, affect both the self-

image of the entrepreneurs and the appropriate forms of

support and policy intervention. It is therefore suggested that

definitions should take into account more behavioural, lifestyle

approaches. This would, for example, break down some of the

barriers between groups imposed by traditional definitions.

During this research, for example, it emerged that many

younger, female BME business owners identified more

closely with their behavioural and social peers than their

traditional ethnic peers. For example, in groups such as 

the Black MBA Association (UK) Ltd (BMBAA) Black 

African, Black Caribbean, South Asian and Black American

entrepreneurs come together. Similarly, young male Black

African, Black Caribbean, South Asian and Chinese professionals

running businesses in the IT, business services and new

technology sectors seem to have strong links and more in

common within this community than with peers working in

traditional sectors.

The research suggested that a new definitional typology is

required. This identifies BME business owners in London in

terms of their behaviours and business networks as outlined

below. Twelve lifestyle groups are identified below, with

preliminary definitions.

Cosmopolitans are well established across all communities

and virtually all age groups. As entrepreneurs they operate

with apparent indifference to location. London is especially

attractive as a location because of its global networks, which

reflect their own. The majority are in the trade and finance

sectors but important members are in industries as diverse 

as steelmaking and hotels. Some of the most successful 

BME entrepreneurs are in this group.

Creative, portfolio entrepreneurs are a relatively new

phenomenon and largely linked with the growing number 

of highly qualified young, male and female BME business owners

who experiment with a number of businesses and sectors, often

creating a wide-ranging portfolio of business interests while

relatively young. Although not confined to the traditional

creative sectors like fashion, design, media and promotion, 

they typically have strong links into these communities.

Elite innovators are especially important in recent

knowledge migrants from across the BME communities.

Major London-based research universities such as Imperial

College act as both magnets for these entrepreneurs and

hothouses for their development. This is a geographically

highly mobile group especially as their ventures move out of

the pre-market phase.

Gurus are often mature individuals with a track record of

business achievement within their community. They become

not only a source of specific advice but a reference point for

other sources of support and intervention. Their role as

gatekeepers gives them an important (if not well used by

public agencies) role in drawing out the value and building

the credibility of other, external agencies. Gurus sometimes,

but not often, act as business angels or portfolio entrepreneurs.

Mainstreamers, old economy. Many of the most

important medium to large BME business owners fit this

model. They might build their initial venture within their

immediate community but seek to move the venture into 

the mainstream for finance, production and markets. Their

success in process production, e.g. steel or garment making,

locates them firmly in old economy business sectors where

their combination of tight management controls and

innovation allows them to succeed.

Mainstreamers, new economy embrace some of the 

most successful new entrepreneurs in business services and

information technology. They share some characteristics with

Mainstreamers old economy but are often more international

and significantly younger than the former.

Networkers are heavily concentrated in the business services,

media, personal services and fashion sectors. They establish,

maintain and use wide ranges of contacts across the different

BME communities as well as the public, voluntary and private

sectors. Typically, highly dependent on the ‘key worker’ where

the venture and the individual are often synonymous. Common

challenge is to turn networks into income and profits.

APPENDIX 5 – A PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONAL BME-OWNED BUSINESS
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APPENDIX 7 – SUPPORT FOR BME WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS 

The lack of reliable information and any significant studies

on women’s entrepreneurship in general and about ethnic

minority women entrepreneurs needs to be addressed. The

potential for growth of ethnic minority entrepreneurship 

in the UK is put into stark relief when compared to the

enterprise achievements of ethnic minority women in the

United States of America. Estimates in 2002 82 put the

number of BME women-owned businesses there at 1.3

million, employing 680,000 staff and with a combined

turnover of over £1bn.

To create the conditions that will encourage the growth 

of BME women entrepreneurs in London, the LDA and its

partners need to consider a number of actions. A good 

start point is the need to draw on the national Strategic

Framework for Women’s Enterprise, particularly where it 

calls for ‘the embedding of the targets and principles of the

Strategic Framework in relevant regional and local strategies,

action plans, forums and organisations’. The DTI Women’s

Unit undertook wide consultation, which culminated in the

recommendations of the Strategic Framework for Women’s

Enterprise report, launched in May 2003. 

Some of the other recommendations of the report included

targeted priority actions such as:

• ensuring a good gender balance in mentoring programmes.

• the creation of women-friendly business incubator schemes.

• the setting up of grants and loans schemes specifically aimed

at women using micro credit or CDFI funding initiatives,

ensuring that part-time businesses are not excluded.

The Strategic Framework largely ignores the phenomenon 

of ethnic minority female entrepreneurship and neither does

it address whether specific measures are needed. In the

London region there is a need for:

• investment in existing networks and business development

organisations that support women entrepreneurs such as

the National Federation of Black Women Business Owners

(NFBWBO) and Dynamic Asian Women’s Network (DAWN).

These should include private sector organisations, such 

as the Aurora Women’s Network (AWN). AWN has a

membership base of 11,000 and works internationally. It

puts great emphasis on diversity as a key service principle

and operates within the mainstream with its key sponsors,

Price Waterhouse Coopers, HSBC Bank and BT, among

others. The women’s networks should be encouraged to

take up membership of Prowess (Promoting Women’s

Enterprise Support) to help them build their capacity 

and deliver better services.

• ensuring that there are adequate and appropriate

childcare facilities for the business support customers and

that there is enough information and guidance on self-

employment within the New Deal to ease the transition

for women entrepreneurs. 

• to design and promote remote learning access courses 

in partnership with UK Online and Learn Direct in order

to increase the availability and flexibility of business and

management skills training programmes.
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82 Center for Women’s Business Research 2002, Statistical portrait of majority-

owned, privately-held firms owned by ethnic minority women in the United

States of America.

Central Government initiatives
• Community Development Finance Institutions (CDFIs),

which were further strengthened by the introduction 

of Community Tax Credit for investors in CDFIs to raise 

an additional £35 million to increase the availability of

finance to enterprises in disadvantaged communities.

• Bridges Community Development Funds, which target

venture capital funds into the most under-invested

communities to stimulate economic growth and create

jobs, wealth and role models of business success. This

approach and investment is part of the government’s

recognition of the additional barriers that businesses 

from disadvantaged communities often face in raising

funds from external sources.

• Regional Venture Capital Funds. These will invest 

a total of up to £270 million in SMEs with growth

potential, backed by up to £80 million of government

funding. Initial investments are restricted to amounts 

of up to £250,000, with an opportunity for a follow-on

investment of up to £250,000 after six months. 

• The Early Growth Funding Programme. This

complements the regional funds by providing smaller

amounts of risk capital, averaging around £50,000, for

start-up and early-stage businesses

• The UK High-Technology Fund – a ‘fund of funds’

supporting early-stage high-technology businesses across

the UK. The government acts as ‘cornerstone’ investor,

leveraging over £100 million of additional private sector

investment.

APPENDIX 6 – PUBLIC SECTOR ACCESS TO FINANCE PROGRAMMES
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APPENDIX 9 – 2001 CENSUS DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENTS BY ETHNICITY

Black population in London

Asian population in London
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3,348 to 7,300 (47)

2,287 to 3,348 (70)

1,245 to 2,287 (117)

0 to 1,245 (416)

5,160 to 9,900 (34)

2,630 to 5,160 (60)

1,090 to 2,630 (129)

0 to 1,090 (427)

The Davies report ‘A Review of Enterprise and the Economy

in Education’ 83 highlights the changing nature of work as a

key driver for building the enterprise capability of young

people. The prevailing economic occurrence of job instability

in the labour market means that thinking on career paths by

individuals has to be more ‘portfolio’ than ‘cradle to grave’.

The portfolio career for many of the UK’s current and future

workforce is now much more likely to include a period of

self-employment or running a business. 

This report highlights an entrepreneurial renaissance that is

being led by young BME entrepreneurs (primarily graduates)

who are breaking into non-traditional sectors and markets.

What the LDA and its partners need to create within the

region is an ‘escalator for enterprise’ to increase awareness 

of the enterprise option, particularly among young people 

from ethnic minorities, and to provide the necessary support 

with enterprise potential. The support may take the form of 

access to training, expertise, funding and workspace. Support

measures should strengthen and complement a number of

existing government initiatives and schemes. These include:

• Enterprise Insight works with partner organisations to

develop links between businesses and schools, to support

and encourage young people who wish to become

entrepreneurs and to raise the profile of enterprise in society.

• Youth Enterprise runs a well-known mini-company

scheme in schools where each year companies make real

profits and losses. Around 50,000 students were involved

at the last count.

• Prince’s Trust offers business start-up advice and

mentoring, low-interest loans and grants to 14 to 

30-year-old disadvantaged entrepreneurs. 

• the Business Volunteer Mentors Association
(supported by the Phoenix Fund) has almost 1,000

volunteers from the business community providing

mentoring for start-up and early stage companies. 

• Livewire and STEPS (supported by Shell) runs an

annual young entrepreneur award scheme and provides

graduates with experience of working with large

companies. In addition, STEPS should be enhanced by

providing private sector placements that create inclusive

business skills education for young BME entrepreneurs.

The measures should also seek to work with:

• universities and business schools to support graduates,

particularly in the area of innovation and high growth

start-ups. An increasing number of BME-owned

businesses, especially those created by graduate

entrepreneurs, are being formed in the knowledge,

information, communication and other technology-rich

sectors. These ventures are often highly dependent on

effective research and development but rarely use UK-

based sources of innovation and technologies, such as

universities. Stronger links should be created between

universities in London, other sources of government-

funded R&D and technology for BME entrepreneurs.

• develop partner programmes with Jobcentre Plus, 

using the regional ‘New Deal’ arrangements to ease 

the transition from unemployment to self-employment

for young people. The manager could also work with

experienced youth enterprise centre operators, such as

Wandsworth Youth Enterprise Centre (WYEC), to create

more incubator space for young people in business. 
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Other languages and formats:
A summarised version of this document is also available in large print, braille, on disk, 
audio cassette and in the languages listed below. 

For a copy, please email communications@lda.gov.uk, telephone 020 7954 4500 or write to
London Development Agency, Devon House, 58-60 St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1JX.

Gujarati

Greek

Punjabi

Vietnamese

Turkish

Hindi

Bengali

Chinese

Arabic

Urdu

Chinese population in London
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246 to 690 (57)

153 to 246 (107)

102 to 153 (157)

0 to 102 (329)
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